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ABSTRACT 

 

The aim of this research was to study a novel, broadband, low cost, low profile 

and a high-medium gain antenna in the UHF band. This has been achieved through 

numerical modelling, theoretical investigation and physical measurements. In this study 

two commercially available antenna systems are investigated in order to compare and 

establish potential deficiencies in the UHF antenna systems. A number of 

disadvantages are resolved within a novel antenna system design. The parametric 

study is performed for each element of the novel antenna system in order to optimise its 

overall performance.  

 

The indoor and outdoor measurements have been carried out in house, in order 

to validate the predicted results. The novel antenna system is compared to the most 

popular and commercially available UHF antenna systems. The study demonstrates 

that the novel antenna system has clear advantages such as broadband, balanced, 

compact and low cost when compared to the commercial antenna designs studied here. 

The comparison of the manufacturers’ data to the measured results shows a good 

match, validating the outdoor measurements technique used in this research. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction to UHF Antennas 

 

The ultra high frequency (UHF) designates a range of electromagnetic waves 

with frequencies between 300MHz and 3000MHz. A major disadvantage of the UHF is 

its limited broadcast range and the reception, often referred to as line-of-sight between 

the transmission antenna and the reception antenna. A number of public safety and 

business communications are handled on the UHF [1, 2]. The simplest antennas for the 

UHF band are as follows: the λ0/2 dipole, the bowtie dipole, the folded dipole, and the 

loop. However, these types of antennas are low gain and they serve as a driven 

element (DE) in the antenna systems [1-3]. In order to increase the directionality and 

the gain values, dipoles are commonly stacked horizontally (collinearly) [4, 5], vertically 
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(broadside) [6-11] and in echelon (end-fire) [12-20]. To increase the gain even more (i.e. 

up to 3dB), the ground planes of various size and type are used: flat metal sheet 

reflectors, corner reflectors, screen reflectors, parabolic reflectors. The most popular 

high gain antenna systems in the UHF band are the Yagi-Uda antenna (YUA), the 

vertically stacked dipole antenna (VSDA) and the Log periodic dipole arrays (LPDA). 

These antenna systems achieve the high gain, broad bandwidth and narrow beamwidth 

mainly due to the number of elements, their structure and alignment. However, these 

antenna systems have also disadvantages. 

 

1.2 Deficiencies in Existing UHF Antennas 

 

The main deficiencies of the YUA, the LPDA and the VSDA systems are:  

 

 their complex structure, 

 limited bandwidth (not covering the whole band of 470MHz-850MHz with 

10dB return loss), 

 large dimensions, 

 heavy structures, 

 not perfectly balanced through whole band 

 expensive manufacturing, 

 installation complexity, 

 balun is a separate element of the antenna system, 
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 the radiation patterns are not consistent over the whole frequency range,  

 might require a fair amount of the regular maintenance. 

 

1.3 Research objectives 

 

The aim of this research was to come up with a viable alternative to the Yagi that 

overcome some (preferably all) of the above mentioned disadvantages. Through my 

literature search I found that printed balun can be integrated into the printed dipole 

antenna (PDA) structure, making it a single structure, which is low profile, low weight 

and also serves as a support to the antenna. Furthermore, the antenna bandwidth can 

be improved by introducing parasitic elements in close proximity. The antenna system 

low profile and low wind loading can be enhanced by using Metamaterials.  

A number of popular and commercially available UHF antenna systems have 

been assessed by transferring the antenna geometries into an electromagnetic wave 

solver tool.  

Another research goal was to compare the simulated results with the 

measurements and to improve the performance by carrying out a number of parametric 

studies. To the best of our knowledge there are not many publications done on the high 

gain, low profile and broadband antennas for the UHF band. Therefore, the main task 

was to develop a balanced, broadband, low cost and low profile with medium to high 

gain antenna, which would outperform the conventional (commercially available) 

antennas.   
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1.4 Thesis structure 

 

Chapter 1 presents an outline of the work in the thesis, and serves as the main 

introduction of the research work described in Chapters 2 to 5. The advantages and the 

disadvantages of the UHF antennas systems are discussed and lead to the creation of 

the research objectives. 

 

Chapter 2 describes the VSDA system analysis. A number of simulations were 

performed for various parts of the antenna. The investigation concentrated on the balun 

components, dimensions and the antenna overall operation. Balun is one of the most 

important parts of the antenna system. It transforms the unbalanced input to the 

antenna to the balanced input. To perform the 𝜋 balancing effect, the surface currents at 

the symmetrical points of the antenna must be equal and have the opposite directions. 

An equivalent circuit, using lumped elements, for the balun was developed to examine 

the 𝜋 phase shift performance over the UHF band. This section also compares the 

simulated and the measured return loss results, discusses the predicted radiation 

patterns, the directivity and the gain values [21]. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the analysis of the commercially available Yagi – Uda 

antenna system: the balun and the radiating element. A parametric study was carried 

out in order to investigate and improve the performance of the balun loaded with a 

radiating element. Firstly, the parasitic element effect on the balun return loss is 

investigated. Secondly, the antenna performance through simulation and 
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measurements is analysed by changing the radiating element separation distance from 

the balun. Thirdly, the YUA system dipole analysis and optimization is performed by 

changing the dipole arms angle and base length. The improvements are analysed 

through the predicted return loss, the radiation patterns and the directivity results [21-

24]. 

 

Chapter 4 introduces and describes the methodology for the innovation of the 

balanced, broadband and low cost radiating element for the UHF antenna system.  The 

theoretical explanation of a general Printed Dipole Antenna (PDA) design is described 

and analysed. Moreover, the methodology of the parametric study was carried out in 

order to improve the PDA performance. Various types of different PDA structures are 

suggested and described. Two best PDA prototypes (the Printed dipole antenna with 

parasitic and the Optimised printed dipole antenna with parasitic) were manufactured. 

The comparison between the predicted and the measured results were discussed as 

well as these antennas were prepared for outdoor usage. 

 

Chapter 5 presents the comparison of the measured and the simulated results of 

the PDA placed over the various ground planes. A parametric study was carried out in 

order to optimise the flat plate reflectors for the outdoors UHF communications. The 

predicted return loss, the directivity and radiation patters results are shown for the 

Printed Dipole Antenna with Parasitic (PDAwP) and the Optimised Printed Dipole 

Antenna with Parasitic (OPDAwP) placed over the ground plane. For validation of the 

predicted results, outdoor measurements were carried out. The antenna under test 
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(AUT) was PDAwP placed over three different types of the ground plane. For 

comparison purpose, three types of commercially available Yagi UHF antennas with 

different number of elements were bought. The gain values of these antennas were 

measured and compared with available datasheets in order to evaluate the measuring 

method and the PDA system. 

 

Chapter 6 summarises the research, concludes the work presented in this thesis 

and also discusses the possible future work. Consideration is also given to 

improvements that could be implemented to antenna design. The pilot study provides 

the potential areas and applications for future work.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Vertically stacked dipole antenna (VSDA) system  

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

To the best of the author knowledge only limited published information is 

available for consolidated and practical high gain, broadband VSDA systems.  

Therefore, one of the initial research goals was to analyse the commercially available 

UHF antenna by assessing its performances using electromagnetic wave solver 

software. Another goal was to compare them to measured results in order to find out the 

discrepancy of predicted results and most importantly to get familiar with the 

disadvantages of these types of antenna systems. The Vertically stacked dipole 

antenna (VSDA) system was chosen to be investigated due to its popularity and overall 

acceptable performance through the UHF band.  
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This chapter presents the VSDA system results with a number of simulations for 

various parts of the antenna:  i.e. the balun surface current and the return loss, the 

balun equivalent circuit, the driven element system and the VSDA placed above the 

ground plane, see Figure 2.1. The software tools based on a transmission line matrix 

(TLM) method and a Method of Moments (MoM) were used to obtain the predicted 

results, which are described in section 2.2 and section 2.3 respectively.  

The VSDA system structure and analysis details are discussed in section 2.4. 

The investigation has concentrated on the balun components, dimensions and the 

antenna overall operation. An equivalent circuit for the balun was developed to examine 

the  𝜋 phase shift performance over the UHF band. This section also compares the 

simulated and the measured return loss results of the radiating element to the results of 

the radiating element placed above the ground plane. The predicted radiation patterns 

reveal the real nature of the VSDA system performance at various frequencies. 

Conclusions are summarised in section 2.5. 
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2.2 CST’s MicroStripes 7.5 

 

 In this research the simulation software played an important part in the design 

and the evaluation of the UHF antenna structure. The MicroStripes software (a product 

of the Computer Simulation Technology (CST)) was chosen as suitable tool for this 

purpose.   

The CST’s MicroStripes produces the 3D electromagnetic analysis and design of 

devices and structures required for the UHF range [1]. The solver technology is based 

on a multi-grid formulation of the time-domain Transmission-Line Matrix (TLM) method. 

The time is divided into discrete time steps and voltage pulses travel along the lines and 

scatter at the centre of the node. Electric and magnetic fields are then calculated from 

the voltages and the currents on the lines at each step. The time domain results are 

converted to frequency domain using Fourier transformations. 

The created 3D model is used to produce the geometric model design and to 

define the electromagnetic parameters and components. The user assigns materials to 

the components, input excitations and output to the model and generates the 

workspace and mesh around the antenna. The mesh is dependent upon the operation 

frequency and the dielectric material in the model and significantly affects the 

computation time. 

After the model formation the data is saved into the so-called TLM files. This file 

is then used to determine the electromagnetic response of the model and derives the 

desired results.  
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The antenna parameters examined in this research were the return loss, the 

efficiency, the impedance, E, H-plane co-polar and x-polar far field radiation patterns. In 

order to obtain them, the time domain output file is taken through a response predictor 

tool, which extends an incomplete time response trying to predict resonant frequencies, 

a wave resolver tool calculates the S-parameters. The efficiency and far field pattern are 

calculated using the Near to Far tool [1,2].  

  

2.3 AWR Microwave office 2009 

 

To develop the equivalent circuit of the balun the AWR Microwave office was 

used. AWR is a 2Dimensional (2D) electromagnetic simulator, which uses Method of 

Moments (MoM) technique. This package employs EMSight as its electromagnetic 

simulator. EMSight is a Windows based EM and linear circuit simulator for analysing the 

behaviour of circuits and structures at high frequencies. EMSight is capable of analysing 

arbitrary circuits incorporating interconnecting vias on an unlimited number of dielectric 

layers with unlimited number of materials, geometries and ports [3, 4]. 
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2.4 Vertically stacked dipole antenna 

 

The VSDA system was bought from a local UHF antenna supplier. All antenna 

dimensions were measured and accurately transformed into the simulation packaged. 

The main components of the VSDA system are the radiating element (Figure 2.1 B), the 

balun (Figure 2.1 C) and the ground plane (Figure 2.1 A). 

 

 
Figure 2.1 Picture of the VSDA system: A- ground plane, B- V shape dipole, C-balun box 

 

 In this section the geometry of the VSDA system is presented. The antenna 

system’s basic properties such as the return loss, the input impedance, the radiation 

patterns and the surface current distribution are considered. 
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2.4.1 Structure of the VSDA system balun 

 

The balun design was obtained by measuring the dimensions of the VSDA 

system balun using the digital microscope. The top and bottom views of the analysed 

balun design are shown in Figure 2.2.  

  

Top view of the balun Bottom view of the balun 

Figure 2.2 The structure of the VSDA balun 

 

The substrate used in simulations was FR4 with a 4.5 permittivity. It is 

represented by A in Figure 2.2. All other surfaces consist of the metal (Cu) with a 

7108.5  S/m conductivity and are represented by B and C in Figure 2.2. The input to the 

balun is connected to the 75  coaxial cable (D in Figure 2.2). The connector which 

holds the coaxial cable inner corresponds to E in Figure 2.2. 

The balun dimensions are 51mm x 66.5mm x 1.2mm. The diagram for the VSDA 

system balun dimensions is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 VSDA system balun dimensions (all dimensions in mm) 

 

The simulated return loss and the input impedance, obtained by using the AWR 

Microwave office software [3, 4] are shown in Figure 2.4. The loaded balun achieved the 

broadband match of the 75  over the desired frequency band. Figure 2.4 contains: a) 

the return loss of the VSDA balun, and b) corresponds to the input impedance values.  

 

 
 

 

 
 

a) Return loss b) Input impedance 

Figure 2.4 Return loss and input impedance results of the VSDA system balun with 75Ω 

load 
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A balun (balanced to unbalanced) is a transformer connected between a load 

and an unbalanced source or vice versa. An unbalanced line has just one conductor; 

the current in it returns via a common ground or earth path. The balanced line has two 

conductors, with equal currents, but in opposite directions (phase difference between 

them is 180°) [5, 6]. 

To analyse the balun, a surface current distribution is investigated at various 

frequencies and phases. The surface currents distributions of the balun are shown in 

Figure 2.5 at different frequencies and two phases: when the surface currents are 

maximum and when they are minimum. In the first picture the red circles highlight the 

area which indicates that the balun is perfectly balancing the surface currents from the 

frequency of 470MHz. Since the surface currents are equal at the symmetrical points, 

the same colour represents identical surface currents values. Figure 2.6 shows that the 

surface currents are in opposite directions, performing 180° phase difference. It is a 

broadband (470MHz – 850MHz) operating balun. 
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470 MHz  =50° 470 MHz  =140° 

           

650 MHz  =0° 650 MHz  =90° 

          

 

850 MHz  =100° 850 MHz  =190° 

Figure 2.5 VSDA system balun surface currents at different frequencies and phases 
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Figure 2.6 VSDA system balun surface currents directions at 650MHz 

 

2.4.2 Broadband balun equivalent circuit 

 

In order to explain the VSDA system balun operation, the equivalent circuit was 

created by using the AWR Microwave office 2009 [3, 4]. The equivalent circuit with 

lumped elements (capacitance, inductance and resistance) is shown in Figure 2.7. The 

input to the balun is unbalanced. However, the 180 phase transformation is achieved 

between the Port 3 and the Port 2.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.7 VSDA system balun equivalent circuit 
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The structure of the balun and the return loss results of the equivalent circuit are 

shown in Figure 2.8. 

              

Figure 2.8 Structure of the VSDA system balun and the return loss results 

 

The printed inner line of the PCB balun in the left down corner of Figure 2.8 

corresponds to the A-side and the B-side of the equivalent circuit (Figure 2.7). The B-

side’s capacitance and inductance values are twice bigger than the A-side’s. This is 

explained by the fact that in the PCB the gap between the inner and the outer of the B-

side is twice smaller than the A-side’s. Also the B-side’s inner printed line’s width is 

twice bigger than the A-side’s. 

This balun equivalent circuit contains two resonant parallel LC pairs. The first 

parallel LC pair resonates at 880 MHz (and is represented as the A-side) and the 

second resonates at 350 MHz (and corresponds to the B-side).  
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The phase behaviour of the VSDA system balun through the frequency is 

illustrated in Figure 2.9. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9 VSDA system balun phase results 

 

The broadband phase shift of 180  was achieved between the balun Port 3 and 

the Port 2 over the desired frequency band. They are represented by the S(1,3) Deg 

and the S(1,2) Deg respectively in Figure 2.9 The equivalent circuit achieves the 

balance phenomena between the Port 2 and Port 3 from 420MHz up to the frequency of 

920MHz. 
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2.4.3 VSDA system radiating element 

 

The VSDA system balun is loaded with the radiating element structure (Figure 

2.10). It consists of four V-shape dipoles placed symmetrically along the horizontal axis 

at the same distances of 200mm between the centre points. The radiating element’s 

structure is connected to the twin wire which is fed by the broadband balun.  

 

 
Figure 2.10 VSDA system dimensions without ground plane (All dimensions in mm) 

 

The first and the last pairs of V-shape dipoles are switched over at both ends of 

the radiating element. The crossover transmission line ensures the correct signal 

phasing. The resulting antenna produces a highly directional radiation pattern, not in the 

line of the elements as in a Yagi Uda, but broadside or perpendicular to the plane of the 

array. Similar to the collinear, the broadside is bi-directional in radiation, but the 
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radiation pattern has a very narrow beamwidth and the high gain [7, 8]. The whole 

radiating element structure dimensions are equal to 685mm x 388mm.  

The simulated and measured return loss results are shown in Figure 2.11. The 

measurements took place in the anechoic chamber by using Anritsu 37397D vector 

network analyzer (VNA) [9]. However, the measurements were made with 50  VNA 

and 50  calibration kit. The results illustrated in Figure 2.10 are normalised to 75 . 

For the 50  reference transformation to 75  the MATLAB [10] code was used. It was 

derived using the equations shown in Appendix A. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.11 VSDA system simulations and measurements results over frequency  

 

The measured results proved to be better than the predicted ones. The simulated 

Bandwidth is 37% and the measured Bandwidth is 48% at –10 dB in the return loss.  

To evaluate the VSDA system performance, the radiation patterns were created, 

using CST’s MicroStripes 7.5 [1, 2]. The predicted 3Dimensional (3D) co-polar radiation 
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patterns and directivity values (D) are shown in Figure 2.12. They are represented at 

various frequencies: i.e. 470MHz, 550MHz, 650MHz, 750 and 850MHz. The co-polar E, 

H-planes radiation patterns of the VSDA system without the ground plane become more 

directive as the frequency increases. The Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) at five 

different frequencies is shown in Table 2.1. 

 

HPBW, deg 
 

470MHZ 550MHz 650MHz 750MHz 850MHz 

E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane 
VSDA system 

without GP 

58° 61° 41° 46° 38° 44° 34° 38° 28° 30° 

Table 2.1 HPBW values of the VSDA system without ground plane 
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VSDA system without ground plane 470 MHz D=5.4dBi 
 

 

 

 
 

550 MHz D=8.4dBi 650 MHz D=9.6dBi 
 

 

 

 
 

750 MHz D=10.7dBi 850 MHz D=11.8dBi 

Figure 2.12 Simulated 3D Co-polar radiation patterns of the VSDA system  
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2.4.4 VSDA system with ground plane  

 

The VSDA system match and directionality is improved by adding the ground 

plane at 80mm ( 8/0 ) distance from the radiating element system (Figure 2.13). The 

groundplane dimensions are 720mm x 408 mm. It was made from a solid aluminium 

strips crossing at the vertical and the horizontal axis.  The groundplane vertical sides 

are bended at 40 to achieve more directional beams. 

 

 

Figure 2.13 VSDA system dimensions with ground plane (All dimensions in mm) 

 

The predicted and measured results of the return loss of the VSDA system are 

shown in Figure 2.14. There is a discrepancy between the measured and the predicted 

results. However, a visible trace of a similar performance can be noticed. The 

disagreement could be caused by a rectangular mesh used in the simulation.  
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In terms of the measurement comparison, the VSDA system with the ground 

plane has a deeper resonant up to -28dB, and its Bandwidth is equal to 50% compared 

to the VSDA without ground plane, these results also were reported in [11]. 

  

 

Figure 2.14 VSDA system with ground plane  simulations and measurements 

comparison of return loss over frequency  

 

To evaluate the VSDA system propagation performances in case when the balun 

is loaded with four V-shape dipoles and placed over the ground plane, the 3D co-polar 

radiation patterns and directivity values were simulated and analysed (Figure 2.15). 
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VSDA system with ground plane 470 MHz D=7.2dBi 
 

 

 

 
 

550 MHz D=12.4dBi 650 MHz D=12.9dBi 
 

 

 

 
 

750 MHz D=14.7dBi 850 MHz D=15.6dBi 

Figure 2.15 Simulated 3D Co-polar radiation patterns of the VSDA system with GP 
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The Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) values for the E, H- planes at various 

frequencies are shown in Table 2.2. The Front-to-Back ratio varies from 20dB to 26dB 

throughout the operating band. 

 

HPBW, deg 
 

470MHZ 550MHz 650MHz 750MHz 850MHz 

E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane 
VSDA system 

with GP 

74° 90° 51° 53° 48° 46° 42° 45° 28° 31° 

Table 2.2 HPBW values of the VSDA system with ground plane 

 

The comparison of the simulation results for the directivity (shown in dotted line) 

and the gain (shown in solid line) values, with and without the ground plane, are 

represented in Figure 2.16. The return loss results, included in Gain values, are from 

measurements.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.16 Comparison of VSDA system simulations and measurement results with 

and without ground plane (GP) 
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At the lower frequency of 470 MHz the directivity difference with and without the 

ground plane is only 2dB. However, the gain difference is 2.8dB. On the other hand, at 

the highest frequency of 850 MHz the directivity difference with and without the ground 

plane is 3.8dB. But in this case the gain difference is 5.8dB. The VSDA system has very 

directional beams. Nevertheless, the radiation patterns acquire quite large side lobes at 

the lower frequency (Figure 2.15), due to the close ground plane distance to the driven 

element system. At the highest frequency radiation patterns have high directivity, see 

Figure 2.15, however the measured return loss is only -7dB at 850MHz (Figure 2.14). 
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2.5 Conclusions 

 

This chapter summarised the investigation on one of the most popular and high 

gain commercially available UHF antennas.  

The Vertically stacked dipole antenna (VSDA) system structure consisted of 

three main parts: the balun, the radiating element and the ground plane. In the first part 

of this chapter the balun performance was investigated in terms of the return loss, the 

input impedance, the surface currents and the equivalent circuit using lumped elements. 

The balance effect was achieved between the frequencies of 420MHz and 920MHz. 

The radiating element of the VSDA system consisted of four V-shape dipoles 

placed along the vertical axis at the same distance of 4/0  and fed by wire pair. More 

directional beams and higher gain values can be achieved by switching over the first 

and the last pairs of the V-shape dipoles at both ends of the radiating element. A good 

agreement between the predicted and measured return loss results was achieved. The 

measured VSDA system bandwidth was equal to 48% at 10 dB in the return loss.  

The simulated radiation patterns of the VSDA system were similar to the 2/0  

dipole. They remained relatively consistent over the frequency band. 

To increase the directivity and gain values, the four V-shape dipoles fed from the 

broadband balun were placed above the wire ground plane at 8/0  distance. The 

VSDA with GP system achieved high directionality pencil beams in E and H planes. 

However, large side lobes appeared in the lower frequency band (470MHz-520MHz), 

since the ground plane was placed too close towards the radiating element. The best 
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performance of this antenna system type was achieved in the middle band of 550MHz-

750MHz, when the radiation patterns were very directional and the return loss was very 

low (from -10dB to -28db). At the higher frequency band of 800MHz-850MHz the VSDA 

system lost the match and the return loss increased up to -7dB. The HPBW values (for 

the VSDA system placed over the ground plane) were: 28° for the E-plane and 31° for 

the H-plane at 850MHz. 

The VSDA system placed above the ground plane achieved a medium overall 

performance with a mean gain value of 9.5dBi over the frequency band of 470MHz-

850MHz. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Yagi - Uda antenna (YUA) system 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter presents the Yagi – Uda antenna (YUA) system analysis. The YUA 

system is horizontally polarised, directional, and capable of operating over the broad 

bandwidth. The broadband and high gain characteristics of these antennas have made 

them very popular in the UHF commercial communication systems. Moreover, these 

types of antennas maintain relatively consistent radiation patterns over the operating 

frequency.  On the other hand, they tend to have a very large and complicated structure 

in order to achieve the broadband performances and the high gain pencil beams. The 

structural complexity will ultimately affect the antennas price and installation, therefore, 
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it becomes an obvious disadvantage of such devices. The YUA system consists of the 

balun, the radiating element, the reflector and a number of directors.   

This chapter is organised in the following way: section 3.2 commences with 

analysis of the commercially available YUA system balun and the radiating element. 

The return loss and the input impedance of the YUA system balun was predicted by 

using the AWR Microwave software [1, 2].  

Section 3.3 describes the parametric study carried out to investigate and improve 

the balun loaded with radiating element performance. Firstly, the parasitic element 

effect to the balun return loss was investigated. In sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 the balun 

performance was analysed by changing the radiating element distance from the balun. 

Measurements were performed to evaluate the predicted results of the return loss [3]. 

Section 3.3.4 commences with the YUA system dipole analysis and optimization. 

The gradual change of the dipole arms angle ( ) was performed. The predicted results 

of the return loss, the radiation patterns and the directivity were also discussed [4-6]. 

The last parametric study step of the YUA system dipole is described in section 

3.3.5. The V-shape dipoles base length was changed and the predicted results were 

evaluated through the return loss, the radiation patterns and the directivity values [4-6].  

Achieved results and conclusions are described in section 3.4. 
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3.2 Yagi – Uda antenna (YUA) system 

 

The Yagi-Uda antenna was invented in 1926 by Shintaro Uda with the 

collaboration of Hidetsugu Yagi. It is a directional antenna designed to maximize the 

reception over long distances. Three types of element are termed, i.e. the driving 

element (DE), the reflector and the directors (Figure 3.1). Only the DE is connected 

directly to the feeder. Other elements couple to the transmitter power through the local 

electromagnetic fields which induce currents in them [7-10].  

 
Figure 3.1 Yagi – Uda antenna configuration 

 

 The driven element is typically resonant when its length is slightly less than 2/0  

(0.4 0  - 0.49 0 ). In order to broadband the Yagi - Uda, individual elements are split into 

two in an approximation of a primitive biconical antenna [9, 11, 12]. Also the directional 

radiation patterns can be achieved by incorporating the corner reflector into the antenna 
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system [9]. The structure of the broad band and high gain 52 element Yagi – Uda 

antenna (commercially available for the UHF reception) is shown in Figure 3.2.  

 

 
Figure 3.2 52 elements Yagi - Uda antenna system 

 

In this figure A represents the corner reflector, B corresponds to the driven 

element system and C shows ten directors. The broadband balun and the radiating 

element are analysed in more details in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. 
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3.2.1 YUA system balun 

 

The balun structure of the YUA system is more complicated and smaller 

compared to the VSDA system balun, analysed in Chapter 2 (section 2.4.1). The balun 

design was obtained by measuring the dimensions of the YUA system balun with a 

digital microscope. The top and the bottom views of the YUA system balun structure are 

shown in Figure 3.3. A 1.6mm FR4 material with a 4.5 permittivity was used as a 

substrate. It is represented by A in Figure 3.3. The balun consists of two parts: the 

printed copper patch connected to the inner (B in Figure 3.3) and the copper patch 

connected to the outer (C in Figure 3.3). This balun type is similar to the one 

investigated earlier in Chapter 2 (section 2.4.1).  

 

 

 

 

 

Top view of the balun Bottom view of the balun 

Figure 3.3 The structure of the YUA system balun 
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All conductor surfaces consist of the metal (Cu) with a 7108.5  S/m conductivity. 

The input to the balun is connected to the 75  coaxial cable (D in Figure 3.3). The 

connector which holds the coaxial cable inner corresponds to E in Figure 3.3. The PCB 

is covered with an antioxidant material to prevent the metal oxidation. Hence, the balun 

outputs are not physically contacting the radiating element, but rather coupling on to it. 

The balun dimensions are 57.5mm x 53mm x 1.6mm and its structure is shown in 

Figure 3.4.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4 The YUA system balun dimensions (all dimensions in mm) 

 

The return loss and the input impedance values of the YUA system balun are 

shown in Figure 3.5. The terminal impedance of the YUA system balun is equal to 75  

similar to the VSDA system balun, analysed in Chapter 2 (section 2.4.1). 
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Figure 3.5 Return loss and input impedance results of the YUA system balun with 75Ω 

load 

 

The YUA system’s balun has a broader bandwidth than the VSDA balun, 

investigated in section 2.4.1. The YUA balun achieves 10dB return loss from 350MHz, 

and the VSDA balun only at 420MHz. Also the YUA balun is protected from corrosion.  

To evaluate the YUA system balun performance, the surface current distribution 

was analysed at various frequencies. The CST MicroStripes [13, 14] EM software was 

used to obtain these results. Figure 3.6 illustrates the surface currents distribution at 

different frequencies and various phases. The pink ellipses in the first picture (Figure 

3.6) indicate that the balun has same surface current values at symmetrical points. 

Figure 3.7 represents the YUA balun surface current directions at 650MHz. They are 

opposite, which means they performs 180 phase shift. It is a broadband operating balun 

from 470MHz to 850MHz. 
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470 MHz  =230° 470 MHz  =320° 
 

       
 

650 MHz  =170° 650 MHz  =260° 
 

       

 
 

850 MHz  =40° 850 MHz  =130° 

Figure 3.6 The YUA system balun surface currents distribution 
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Figure 3.7 The YUA system balun surface currents direction at 650MHz 

 

3.2.2 YUA system driven element 

 

The YUA system balun is loaded with a V-shape dipole, radiating element, which 

resonates and converts the electricity into the electromagnetic waves. The structural 

diagram of the YUA system radiating element is shown in Figure 3.8.  

 

 
Figure 3.8 Diagram of the YUA system radiating element: a) Top view, b) Side view 

(Dimensions in mm) 
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3.3 YUA system parametric study 

 

It was decided to tune the YUA system with the broadband balun and a pair of V-

shape dipoles. In order to improve the return loss, the bandwidth and boost the 

directivity, a parametric study was carried out. The results are presented in the following 

sections. The methodology included:  

 

 Adjusting the parasitic element length due to the YUA performance.  

 Changing the air gap distance between the balun and the radiating element with 

a parasitic element. 

 Changing the air gap distance between the balun and the radiating element 

without a parasitic element. 

 Changing V-shape dipoles arms angle. 

 Changing V-shape dipoles base length. 
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3.3.1 Parasitic element length change 

 

In these simulations the parasitic element length of the YUA system was 

changed from 100% to 0% (the later correspond to the total element removal from the 

antenna structure). The dimensions of the parasitic element of the YUA system are 

shown in Figure 3.9. The parasitic element dimensions for the simulations were:  

 140mm x 14mm x 1.5mm – 100%   

 105 mm x 14mm x 1.5mm - 75% 

 91 mm x 14mm x 1.5mm - 65% 

 70 mm x 14mm x 1.5mm - 50% 

 14 mm x 14mm x 1.5mm - 10% 

 Without parasitic element - 0%   

The simulations were performed for the case when the balun output is connected to 

the input of the radiating element, without any air gap separation. 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Structure of the YUA system with parasitic element (dimensions in mm) 
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The predicted results for the changes above are shown in Figure 3.10. Two 

resonant frequencies can be seen: the first resonance is at 219MHz and the second 

resonance depends on the change of the parasitic element length, shifting from 

718MHz to 803MHz. When the parasitic element is removed, the second resonance 

shifts to 826MHz. These results show that it is possible to increase the second resonant 

frequency by 100MHz. 

 

 

Figure 3.10 YUA system  return loss behaviour changing parasitic element length over 

the frequency 
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3.3.2 Changing the air gap distance between the balun and the 

radiating element with parasitic element 

 

The second part of the YUA systems optimisations begins by changing the air 

gap distance between the balun and the radiating element [3]. This process is shown in 

figure 3.11. The radiating element was moved from the balun in order to make an air 

gap separation.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.11 Increasing the air gap separation between the YUA system balun and 

radiating element 

 

The air gap separation distance is altered from 0.0mm to 1.0mm (parasitic 

element on its top). The increase of the air gap distance between the YUA balun and 

the radiating element represents an extra effective capacitance (Ceff) value. It can be 

approximated to the capacitance of the flat, parallel metallic plates for the area A and 

the separation d (Figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.12 The capacitance of the flat, parallel metallic plates  

 

The capacitance value (C) is expressed by following equation:  

d

A
C





               eq. 3.1 

Where   is the permittivity of the insulating material or dielectric between the 

metallic plates. The capacitance (C) value varies from 27pF to 2.7pF when the 

separation gap varies from 0.1mm to 1mm. The added extra capacitance value adjust 

the input impedance value at different frequency and, therefore, changing the return 

loss response. The reactance (X) and impedance (Z) of a capacitor can be expressed 

as fallows (eq. 3.2 and eq.3.3): 

CfC
X







 2

11
        eq.3.2 

Cf

j

Cj
Z







 2

1
        eq.3.3 

The predicted return loss results of the YUA system with parasitic element are 

shown in Figure 3.13.There are two resonances at the 219MHz and at the 718MHz 

frequencies. Increasing the air gap separation distance between the balun and radiating 

element, the first resonant is shifted towards the upper frequency and the second 
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resonant moves to the lower frequency. The coupling between the radiating element 

and the balun increases the YUA system bandwidth up to 64.4% (when the air gap 

distance equal to 1mm). In order to evaluate the predicted results, measurements were 

made by changing the air gap separation distance of the YUA system with parasitic 

element from 0.0mm to 2.0mm by 0.2mm step. The return loss measurements were 

carried out using the Marconi Instruments Reflection analyzer [15] in anechoic chamber, 

shown in figure 3.14. The red solid line (with 1.0mm air gap separation distance) 

represents the best separation distance between the balun and the radiating element, 

when the YUA system has the parasitic element on top.  
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Figure 3.13 The YUA system with parasitic element  simulation results 
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Figure 3.14 The YUA system with parasitic element  measurement results 
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3.3.3 Changing the air gap distance between the balun and the 

radiating element without parasitic element 

 

The next tuning part of the Yagi – Uda antenna system starts by changing the air 

gap distance between the balun and the radiating element without the parasitic element 

(Figure 3.15) [3]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.15 Increasing the air gap separation between the YUA system balun and 

radiating element 

 

The air gab distance in simulations is changed from 0.0mm to 2.0mm with a 

0.1mm step. The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.16. There are two resonances 

at the 219MHz and the 826MHz frequency respectively. Increase in the air gap 

separation distance between the YUA system balun and the radiating element makes 

the first resonant shift towards the upper frequency. Similarly to the previous example, 
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the same change of the distance gap results in the second resonant movement towards 

the lower frequency.  

To evaluate the predicted results, measurements were carried out (Figure 3.17). 

The red line corresponds to the best antenna performance over the bandwidth. When 

the air gap between the balun and the antenna radiating element is equal to 1.0mm,  

the BW is 78%. 
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Figure 3.16 The YUA system without parasitic element simulation results 
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Figure 3.17 The YUA system without parasitic element  measurement results 
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Figure 3.18 shows the comparison of the results obtained by the simulation and 

the measurements (the YUA system without the parasitic element), when the air gap 

separation distance is equal to 1.0mm. It can be seen from this Figure that the 

measurement results has reasonable agreement with those obtained by the simulation.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.18 YUA system without parasitic element simulation and measurement 

comparison, when the air gap distance is 1.0mm 

 

The best return loss and bandwidth values were achieved in this part of the 

parametric study. Therefore, for the next YUA system optimisation stages (section 3.3.4 

Changing V-shape dipoles arms angle and section 3.3.5 Changing V-shape dipoles 

base length) the same air gap separation distance of 1mm will be used.   
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3.3.4 Changing V-shape dipoles arms angle 

 

The next YUA system optimization step involves the V-shape dipoles arms angle 

  change from 0  to 45 (Figure 3.19) [4-6]. The air gap between the balun and the 

radiating element is kept 1.0mm [3].  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Changing the YUA system dipole arms angle   

 

Ten different V-shape dipole arm angles were simulated starting from 0° to 45° 

with a 5° step, in order to optimise the E, H-plane co-polar radiation patterns and 

achieve a higher directivity. The simulated return loss response is shown in Figure 3.20. 

The bandwidth is equal to 89% when the YUA system dipole arm angle is 0 . The black 

line represents a 45  angle with the bandwidth equal to 78.8% at 10 dB line of return 

loss. 
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Figure 3.20 The YUA system simulated return loss results changing dipoles arms angle

  from 0  to 45 each 5  

 

The next two figures (Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22) show the E, H - planes co-

polar radiation patterns and the directivity values of the YUA system for different dipole 

arm angle ( ). 
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 =0° D= 4.8dBi 

 

 

 =10° D= 4.9dBi 

 

 

 =20° D= 5dBi 

Figure 3.21 Radiation patterns changing dipoles arms angle  = 0 - 20  
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 =30° D= 5.04dBi 

 

 

 =40° D=4.9 dBi 

 

 

 =45° D= 4.5dBi 

Figure 3.22 Radiation patterns changing dipole arms angle   = 30  - 45  
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The Half Power Beam Width (HPMW) at five different frequencies is shown in 

Table 3.1. 

 

 =0°  =10°  =20°  =30°  =40°  =45° 

E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane 
43° 180° 44° 180° 46° 180° 48° 126° 49° 92° 51° 87° 

Table 3.1 The HPBW values changing the dipole arms angle    

 

It can be noticed that the E-plane radiation patterns become wider when 

frequency increases from 43° to 51°. However, the H-plane radiation patterns change 

from omni - directional patterns to directional from a 25° angle. 

Figure 3.23 shows the simulated directivity values of the YUA system dipole arm 

angle ( ) at two different frequencies, i.e. 500MHz and 800MHz. The directivity 

decreases from 2.9dBi to 2.6dBi at a lower frequency. However, at a higher frequency 

the directivity increases from 4.8dBi to 5.1dBi till the YUA system dipole arm reaches 

25  angle and then starts to decrease to 4.5dBi. 
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Figure 3.23 The directivity results over the YUA system dipoles arms angle   

 

Based on the acquired simulation results, the optimum YUA system dipole arm 

angle is 25 . The next section commences with a parametric study of changing the 

dipole base length, when the dipole arm angle is 25 and the coupling gap separation 

between the balun and the radiating element is 1mm. 
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3.3.5 Changing V-shape dipole base length  

 

The last step of the YUA system parametric study investigates the V-shape 

dipole base length change impact on the directivity values at different frequencies [4-6].  

Figure 3.24 illustrates the YUA system with various dipole base length values x  from 

the interval of -2cm to +14cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.24 Changing the YUA system dipole base length from x-2cm  to x+14cm 

 

The return loss values for changed V-shape dipole base length vary (Figure 

3.25). The thick brown line represents the x-2 base length and has the bandwidth of 

81% at 10dB return loss. At x-12 base length the YUA system has the bandwidth of 
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67.6%. The second (highest) resonant of the YUA system becomes mismatched and 

the broadband operation disappears when the base length dimensions are increased. 

 

 

Figure 3.25 Return Loss over frequency changing YUA base length from x-2cm to 

x+14cm 

 

To analyse the YUA system performance the E-plane and the H-plane co-polar 

radiation patterns for changed V-shape dipole arm base length were simulated. The 

results are shown in Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27.  
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Base length x-2cm D= 4.7dBi 

 

 

Base length x+2cm D= 5.4dBi 

 

 

Base length x+6cm D= 6.6dBi 

Figure 3.26 The YUA system radiation patterns changing base length from x to x+6cm 
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Base length x+8cm D= 7.5dBi 

 

 

Base length x+10cm D= 8.2dBi 

 
 

Base length x+14cm D= 7.3dBi 

Figure 3.27 The YUA system radiation patterns changing base length from x+8cm to 

x+14cm 
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The Half Power Beam Width (HPMW) at five different frequencies is shown in 

Table 3.2. 

x-2cm x+2cm x+6cm x+8cm x+10cm x+14cm 

E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane 
46° 180° 46° 124° 42° 78° 40° 63° 38° 53° 34° 80° 

Table 3.2 The HPBW values changing the dipole base length x 

 

The base length change from x-2cm to x+14cm results in a 12° directionality 

increase of the E-plane radiation patterns. The side lobes start to appear from x+12cm. 

This causes deterioration in the antenna performance.  

Figure 3.28 shows the directivity values of various YUA system dipole base 

lengths at two different frequencies, i.e. 500MHz and 800MHz. The directivity increases 

from 2.8dBi to 3.9dBi throughout all base length variations at the lower frequency. 

However, at the higher frequency of 800MHz it increases from 4.8dBi with x-2cm base 

length to 8.2dBi with x+10 cm base length. The radiation patterns start to acquire 

unwanted side lobes at x+11 cm, which causes the poor antenna performance. 
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Figure 3.28 Directivity values of the YUA system changing base length  

 

Therefore, the optimal configuration of the YUA system is achieved when the 

dipole base length is equal to x+11cm with the directivity of 3.6dBi at 500MHz and the 

directivity of 8.23dBi at 800MHz. In this case the achieved bandwidth is 69.3%. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

 

In this chapter the performance of the YUA system was investigated. The YUA 

system balun achieved a better match over the desired UHF frequency band than the 

VSDA system balun, analysed in Chapter 2. The YUA balun achieved a 10dB return 

loss from 350MHz. In comparison, the VSDA balun achieved the same return loss value 

only at 420MHz. Another advantage of the YUA balun is its protection from corrosion. 

The surface currents revealed the broadband balun operation with the phase shift of 

180  at various frequencies. Therefore, it was decided to carry out the parametric study 

in order to improve the bandwidth and the directivity of the YUA system. 

The first parametric study stage commenced with the analysis of changing the 

parasitic element dimensions, placed above the YUA system. The return loss results 

showed that it is possible to move the second resonant frequency by 100 MHz towards 

the lower frequency by adding the parasitic element. 

Section 3.3.2 described the coupling gap effect on the antenna performance with 

the parasitic element placed on the top of the antenna. A constant change of the air gap 

separation distance between the balun and the radiating element added an extra 

capacitance value, therefore, changing the antenna return loss performances. The first 

resonant was shifted to the higher band and the second resonant was shifted to the 

lower frequency band by increasing the separation distance. The achieved optimum air 

gap separation is 1mm and the YUA system with the parasitic achieved the bandwidth 

of 64.4% [3]. 
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A 78% bandwidth was achieved during the YUA systems parametric study, when 

the balun was loaded with a V-shape dipole with an air gap separation of 1.0mm without 

the parasitic element. The measurements were carried out in order to evaluate the 

predicted results. A reasonable agreement between the predicted and the measurement 

results was obtained for the YUA system with and without the parasitic element [3]. 

 Section 3.3.4 described the parametric study done by changing the arm angle of 

the YUA system. Different arm angles influenced the return loss, the radiation patterns 

and the directivity values. The achieved optimal YUA system V-shape dipole arm angle 

is 25  with a maximum directivity of 5.1dBi at the higher frequency band [4-6]. 

Finally, section 3.3.5 described the analysis of the YUA system V-shape dipole 

base length. It was changed from x-2cm to x+14cm. The optimised base length was 

x+11cm with directivity value of 8.2dBi. Further increase in the base length revealed 

large side lobes increase by 37° (in the H-plane). The resulting optimal YUA system 

without the parasitic element had the following configuration: the air gap separation of 

1mm, the dipole arm angle equal to 25  and the base length equal to x+12cm [4-6]. 

The overall YUA system is a complex and expensive structure with large 

dimensions. In order to overcome these problems, the next chapter describes the 

methodology for innovation of the balanced, broadband and low cost radiating element 

for UHF antenna system. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Printed dipole antenna (PDA) 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Previous chapters discussed two types of the UHF antenna systems (the VSDA 

system and the YUA system) in detail. The parametric study was carried out to optimise 

the YUA system (Chapter 3). The aim of this chapter is to describe the methodology for 

the innovation of the balanced, broadband and low cost radiating element for the UHF 

antenna system. The printed dipole antenna (PDA) was chosen as a primary radiating 

element. 

Printed microstrip antennas have been commonly used for decades. Their 

popularity can be explained by their low profile, the low cost of fabrication and the light 

weight, as well as their compatibility with the microwave integrated circuit. In most cases 
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these advantages compensate for their main electrical disadvantages such as the poor 

polarization purity, the narrow bandwidth, and the limited power handling capabilities. 

However, these antennas wide application is limited by mentioned disadvantages [1-3].  

The printed dipole antenna benefits from the capability to achieve a larger 

bandwidth, using a set of parasitic elements. It also occupies less space in the substrate 

compared to the conventional patch antenna [1-3]. The balun is integrated into the 

antenna structure, which would be a way to improve the antenna cost rather than 

having a separate PCB balun box as in convention antennas. The input connector, the 

balun and the radiating element is a single structure and serves as a support for the 

antenna. Also, it simply can be mounted and fixed to the other bodies by using the input 

connector. 

This chapter is organised in the following way: section 4.2 commences with the 

theoretical explanation of the general PDA design, where the main PDA parts are 

described and analysed. 

Section 4.3 describes the methodology of the parametric study carried out to 

improve the PDA performances. Various types of different PDA structures were 

suggested and analysed. 

Finally, the PDA prototypes were manufactured, coated and prepared for the 

outside measurements. The comparison of the predicted and measured return loss 

values is shown in section 4.4. Achieved results and conclusions are discussed in final 

section 4.5. 
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4.2 Printed dipole antenna structure 

 

The general PDA structure is shown in Figure 4.1. The main parts are: the 

tapered balun (A), the parallel strip transmission line, matching section (B) and the 

driven element (C). The top layer is highlighted in cyan and the bottom layer is shown in 

blue colour. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 General PDA structure 

 

The balun is created by using the microstrip line transformation to the parallel 

strip line as the balancing transition. The main equation for the characteristic impedance 

( mZ ) of the microstripe line and of the parallel strip line are shown in Appendix B. 

The tapered baluns are frequently used as the balanced transmission line to feed 

various printed antennas [5, 6] or in microwaves mixers [7, 8]. The concept of using 

tapered balun was introduced by Duncan and Minerva in 1959 [8]. They used baluns to 
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excite the wide band balanced aerials. The balun was designed as the impedance 

transformer from the unbalanced to balanced line, relied on a gradual change of the 

cross section of the transmission line. 

Three wideband transitions (step tapered, linearly tapered and circularly tapered) 

between the microstrip line and the strip line are shown in Figure 4.2 [9-12]. 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Step tapered transmission b) Linearly tapered transmission 
 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Circularly tapered transmission 

Figure 4.2 Configuration of the back to back transition from microstrip to parallel strip 

line 
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A good transition should have a smooth electromagnetic field transition and 

broadband impedance matching. The EM field distribution of the microstripe line and of 

the parallel strip line is shown in Appendix C. 

S-parameters of three configurations of the back to back transition from the 

microstrip to the parallel strip line differences are mainly due to the small discontinuities 

of the electromagnetic fields at the transitions. They are determined by the tapered 

surface strip smoothness. Circularly and linearly tapered transitions, used to perform a 

wide band operation, are reported in [9, 11].  

 The driven element is 2/0  dipole. Its radiation resistance is equal to 73 . In 

printed dipole antennas the increase in the width of the printed arms is identical to the 

increase in the radius of an equivalent wire dipole. This is a well known technique for 

the bandwidth widening of wire dipoles. However, the radiation efficiency might 

decrease by applying this technique [14, 15]. 
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4.3 Printed dipole antenna simulations 

 

This section describes the steps of innovating the PDA for the UHF. Previous 

analytic calculations were used as a starting point. In order to improve the return loss, 

the operating frequency band and to achieve the higher directivity, the parametric study 

was carried out and the results are presented in the following sections. The 

methodology included:  

 

 Printed dipole antenna design  

 Printed dipole antenna with extended feeding line  

 Printed dipole antenna with stretched balun 

 Printed dipole antenna with parasitic element (PDAwP) 

 Optimised printed dipole antenna with parasitic element (OPDAwP) 
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4.3.1 Printed dipole antenna design 

 

The printed dipole antenna was designed in a 3D simulation software tool CST 

MicroStripes [13]. The first PDA design is shown in Figure 4.3. All dimensions are 

represented in millimetres. The top view is shown in the A) part and the bottom view is 

represented in the B) part. As it was described in previous section 4.2, the PDA consists 

of the following components: the broadband balun, the parallel strip line and the 

radiating element.  

 

 

A)  

 

                     B)  

 

Figure 4.3 Structure of the PDA : A) top view; B) bottom view (all dimensions in mm) 
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The overall antenna dimensions are 120mm x 250mm. The substrate, chosen for 

these simulations, is FR4 with a permittivity of 4.9 and a thickness of 1.52mm. The 

simulated return loss results are shown in Figure 4.4. The PDA was exited using the 

strip line which connects the balun top and the bottom via wire. The PDA input was 

designed to match 50 . However, represented results are normalised to 75 . 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4 Simulated results of the PDA 

 

The real and the imaginary parts of the input impedance are represented in inR  

and inX respectively. The PDA structure contains two resonances; the first match 

(resonant) is at 550MHz  -11dB (return loss) and the second appears at 790MHz -21dB 

(return loss). 
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The surface current distribution plots are produced for five different frequencies 

(i.e. 470MHz, 550MHz, 650MHz, 750MHz and 850MHz). The balun balancing 

phenomena can be proved by two criteria. Firstly, the surface current distribution must 

have the same value at symmetrical points of the input to the radiating element. 

Secondly, the direction of the surface current distribution at these points must be 

opposite. The surface current distribution at each frequency (470MHz, 550MHz etc.) is 

shown for two phases: when the surface current distribution is maximum and when it is 

equal or close to zero. These plots are shown in Figure 4.5. 
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470 MHz  =120° 470 MHz  =210° 
 

 
 

550MHz  =70° 550MHz  =160° 
 

 
 

650 MHz  =200° 650 MHz  =290° 
 

 
 

750 MHz  =160° 750 MHz  =250° 
 

 

 
 

850 MHz  =90° 850 MHz  =180° 

Figure 4.5 Surface currents distribution of the PDA 
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The direction of the surface currents distribution is plotted at 650MHz and shown 

in Figure 4.6. It is opposite at the symmetrical places of the balun output.  

 

 
Figure 4.6 PDA balun surface currents directions at 650MHz  =20° 

 

Illustrations (Figure 4.5) indicate that the broadband balun is working from 

470MHz to 750MHz. The visible surface currents mismatch appears at 850MHz (the 

surface current values are not identical for the left and the right sides of the radiating 

element).  
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The PDA radiation patterns were simulated. The E, H - planes co-polar and x-

polar radiation patterns are shown in Figure 4.7. The E-plane co-polar radiation patterns 

have the shape of figure eight through all frequencies and the H-plane co-polar radiation 

patterns are omnidirectional. The x-polar radiation pattern peak is small (from -17dB to -

40dB) at all five frequencies. These radiation patterns are identical to the  2/o  wire 

dipole patterns [14]. However, previously shown broadband balun surface currents 

mismatch at 850MHz also appears on the radiation pattern. It should be noted that the 

E-plane co-polar radiation pattern at 850MHz is not symmetrical (Figure 4.7). 
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470MHz 550 MHz 
 

 

 

 
 

650 MHz 750 MHz 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

850 MHz  

Figure 4.7 PDA E,H-plane co-polar and x-polar radiation patterns  
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4.3.2 Printed dipole antenna with extended feeding line 

 

In a previously created PDA structure (section 4.3.1) the distance from the input 

of the antenna to the centre of the radiating element was 77mm. In order to simplify the 

structure of the PDA placed over the ground plane, the distance from the input to the 

radiating element should be close to 4/o . The microstrip line with the length of 38mm 

and the input impendence of 75  was connected to the input of the PDA. The structure 

of such PDA configuration is shown in Figure 4.8. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.8 Structure of the PDA with extended feeding line 

 

The predicted return loss results along with the real and the imaginary parts of 

the input impedance are shown in Figure 4.9. The PDA return loss results contain two 

resonances: the first is -28dB at 542 MHz and the second is -11dB at 900MHz. The 

simulated radiation patterns of the E - plane and the H - plane remain similar to the 

ones analysed in section 4.3.1 (the E-plane co-polar radiation patterns have the shape 

of figure eight and the H-plane co-polar radiation patterns are omnidirectional). 
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Figure 4.9 Return loss results of the PDA with extended feeding line 

 

 

4.3.3 Printed dipole antenna with stretched balun 

 

In order to improve the PDA bandwidth, the parametric study was carried out 

through numerous simulations. Figure 4.10 illustrates the top and the bottom views of 

the structure with amended PDA variables. 

The PDA input was designed to match 75  impedance. The FR4 overall 

dimensions are 275mm x 160mm. The PDA dipole length is 220mm. It was designed to 

resonate at 681MHz in a free space and at 550MHz in the FR4 substrate.  
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Figure 4.10 Structure of the PDA with stretched balun 

 

The optimum dimensions of the amended variables are represented in Table 4.1. 

The change of the variable 1W  adjusts the characteristic impedance of the input to the 

antenna, which should be matched to the 75 . However, the 4W  is equal to 35mm and 

is wide enough to act as the microstripe infinite ground. The width at the tapered balun 

ends is equal to 2.5mm. The parallel strip lines ( 3W , 6W ) have identical dimensions and 

are equal to 2.1mm. 

 

Variables 
1W  2W  3W  4W  5W  6W  1H  2H  3H  4H  1L  2L  

Value, 
mm 

1.2 2.5 2.1 35 2.5 2.1 62 48 62 48 112 112 

Table 4.1 The dimensions of the PDA with stretched balun 

 

The predicted results of the PDA with stretched balun are shown in Figure 4.11. 

The predicted results contain the return loss, the real and the imaginary parts of the 

input impedance and impedance characteristic of the excited port. Figure 4.11 shows 

the case when at the 550 MHz frequency the imaginary part goes through zero and the 
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real part is close to the 75 , causing the resonant to occur. The closer these values 

are to the theoretical ones the smaller the return loss is. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.11 Simulated results of the PDA with stretched balun 

 

The calculated bandwidth is 26% at 10dB of return loss. The predicted surface 

current distribution at various frequencies is shown in Figure 4.12. It is clearly noticeable 

that the broadband balun is balanced at 470MHz, 650MHz and 850MHz frequency 

points. The inset picture shows that the surface currents are the same magnitude (same 

colour) at the same phase and in the same place. 
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470 MHz 850 MHz 

 

 
 

650 MHz 

Figure 4.12 Printed dipole antenna surface currents at different frequencies   
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To evaluate the PDA radiation properties E-plane and H-plane co-polar and x-

polar radiation patterns were simulated. They are shown in Figure 4.13. As it was 

expected, the radiation performances are identical to the ideal wire dipole in a free 

space. The PDA maintains relatively consistent radiation patterns over frequency 

(470MHz - 850MHz). The directivity at 470MHz is equal to 2.238dBi and at 850MHz is 

equal to 2.912dBi. 
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470MHz 550 MHz 

  
650 MHz 750 MHz 

 

 
 
 
 

 

850 MHz  

Figure 4.13  Printed Dipole antenna E,H-plane co-polar and x-polar radiation patterns  
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4.3.4 Printed dipole antenna with parasitic element (PDAwP) 

 

The radiation pattern, the gain and the return loss can be improved by 

introducing the parasitic element to the antenna structure. The parasitic element can be 

described as a radiating element not driven by a feed line but coupled to a directly fed 

radiator [15]. The use of parasitic elements in close proximity to the dipole arms has 

been proposed by Evtioushkine et al [16]. In this case the bandwidth was boosted from 

39% to 56% by introducing the parasitic elements, suspended over a ground plane 

configuration [17]. 

In order to improve the PDA with the stretched balun matching performances 

from 650 MHz to 850 MHz frequency, the parasitic element was introduced. The top 

and the bottom dimensions of the printed dipole antenna with the parasitic (PDAwP) are 

shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 respectively.  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4.14 Top view of the PDAwP  Figure 4.15 Bottom view of the PDAwP 
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The parasitic element dimensions, placement and separation gaps were chosen 

by performing a number of experiments with a manufactured prototype and initially with 

a copper tape. The optimised prototype with a copper tape parasitic element was 

transformed into the simulations. The more detailed and accurate parametric study was 

carried out through simulations. The values of the amended variables of the PDAwP are 

represented in Table 4.2. 

 

Variable 
1W  2W  3W  4W  1H  2H  3H  4H  1L  2L  3L  4L  

Value,   
mm 

1 1 1 1 42 27 42 27 100 120 100 120 

Table 4.2 The dimensions of the PDAwP 

 

The simulated results of the PDAwP are shown in Figure 4.16. The graph 

contains the return loss results, the real and the imaginary parts of the impedance and 

the input port impedance characteristic, equal to 75 . The PDAwP was matched from 

500 MHz to 850MHz. The PDAwP prototype bandwidth has increased twice compared 

to the original PDA and is equal to 52% at 10dB of return loss. The maximum achieved 

match is -35dB at 720MHz. 
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Figure 4.16 Simulated PDA with parasitic element results 

 

The surface currents distribution at two frequencies (i.e. 470MHz and 850MHz) is 

shown in Figure 4.17. A visible effect of the parasitic element appears at the higher 

frequency band (i.e. 800-850). The parasitic element is placed very close (i.e. 1mm 

separation) to a directly fed radiator. The surface currents are coupled to a passive 

element and it starts to resonate. 
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Surface currents at 470MHz Surface currents at 850MHz 

Figure 4.17 PDA simulation results at different frequencies 

 

However, it was discovered that the additional parasitic element in the PDAwP 

system, has a negative effect on the radiation patterns. This phenomenon appeared in 

the frequency band from 800MHz to 850HMz (Figure 4.18) in the E-plane and the H-

plane co-polar radiation patterns. In this frequency band the y axis propagation direction 

is reflected backwards to the antenna feeding direction. The parasitic element resonates 

and radiates electromagnetic waves due to the coupling from the directly fed radiating 

element. The exited radiating element has larger electrical length than the parasitic 

element. Therefore, the radiation from the passive element is reflected from the exited 

element. 
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470 MHz  550 MHz 

  
650 MHz 750MHz 

 

 
 
 
 

 

E-plane co-polar at 850MHz  H-plane co-polar at 850MHz  

Figure 4.18 Simulated radiation pattern results of the PDAwP 
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The PDAwP achieves 5.2dBi directivity at the highest frequency point of 

850MHz. This value is 3.2dBi higher than the conventional PDA directivity. This is an 

improvement in comparison to the previous PDA model without a parasitic element 

(section 4.3.3), even despite the fact that the parasitic element is alternating the 

direction of the radiation and the radiation patterns at higher frequency of 850MHz. 
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4.3.5 Optimised printed dipole antenna with parasitic element 

(OPDAwP) 

 

The optimised version of the PDA prototype was created to eliminate the 

previously discovered negative phenomenon of the parasitic element. The desired 

results were achieved by placing the parasitic element on the top of the radiating 

element with a separation of 1mm from the exited element. The substrate was etched 

into a more compact shape, without changing the electromagnetic properties of the 

printed dipole antenna. The structure of the optimised printed dipole antenna with the 

parasitic (OPDAwP) is shown in Figure 4.19. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Top view Bottom view 

Figure 4.19 Structure of the OPDAwP 

 

This OPDAwP was optimised to work within 470MHz - 850MHz band. The 

achieved bandwidth is 52.9% which is 0.9% larger than the bandwidth of the PDAwP. 

The OPDAwP return loss results are shown in Figure 4.20.  
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Figure 4.20 Simulated OPDAwP results 

 

The OPDAwP dimensions are shown in millimetres in Figure 4.21. The balun 

starts with a microstrip line. Its bottom is wide enough to behave as the infinitive ground 

and the top strip width is 1.2mm. Therefore, the input impedance characteristic is equal 

to 74.47 , see Appendix B eq.13 - eq.20 (when 9.4r , mmW 2.1 , mmt 035.0 , 

mmh 52.1 ). The gradual microstrip transformation to the parallel strip line finishes with 

a width of 2.5mm and the impedance is transformed to 66.25 . The following 

impedance transformation is of the parallel strip line. The width was changed to 2.1mm 

with a 74.58  impedance response. However, the impedance of the parallel strip line 

matches the dipole radiation resistance, which is equal to 73  [14]. 
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Figure 4.21 Dimensions of the OPDAwP  

 

The OPDAwP substrate dimensions are 262mm x 142mm. The printed dipole 

antenna volume is equal to 33105.00.0158m142.0262.0 mmm  . The gap between the 

resonating dipole and the parasitic element is equal to 1mm.  
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To analyse the balun balancing phenomenon, the surface current distribution of 

the OPDAwP at various frequencies were simulated. The distribution is represented at 

five different frequencies (i.e. 470MHz, 550MHz, 650MHz, 750MHz and 850MHz). 

Results for the first two frequencies (i.e. 470MHz and 550MHz) are represented in 

Figure 4.22. For other frequencies (i.e. 650MHz, 750MHz and 850MHz) the surface 

current distribution is shown in Figure 4.23. 

 

 

 
 
 

470 MHz  =80° 470 MHz  =170° 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

550 MHz  =20° 550 MHz  =110° 

Figure 4.22 Simulated OPDAwP surface currents at 470MHz and 550MHz 
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650 MHz  =40° 650 MHz  =130° 

 

 
 

750 MHz  =210° 750 MHz  =300° 

 

 

 
 

850 MHz  =110° 850 MHz  =200° 

Figure 4.23 Simulated OPDAwP surface currents at 650MHz 750MHz and 850MHz 
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Figure 4.24 illustrates the direction of the OPDAwP surface currents at central 

frequency of 650MHz. It should be noted that their direction is the same at the 

symmetrical points of the OPDAwP dipole, however at the parallel strip line these 

direction are opposite. 

 

 
Figure 4.24 Simulated surface current directions of OPDAwP at 650MHz  
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The radiation patterns play an important role in describing any antenna 

operation. The E- plane and the H- plane, co-polar and x-polar radiation patters of the 

OPDAwP are shown in Figure 4.25. The first four pictures illustrate the E-plane, the H-

plane co-polar and x-polar 3D radiation patterns at following frequencies: 470MHz, 

550MHz, 650MHz and 750MHz. They are similar to the ones stated in the theory for the 

2/0  wire dipole. At the E-plane the OPDAwP acquires the radiation patterns in a 

shape of the figure eight. At the H-plane it acquires the omnidirectional radiation 

patterns [14]. However, the patterns at 800MHz-850MHz are alternated by the parasitic 

element, coupled from the exited active element. As it was described in previous section 

4.3.4, the active element reflects the parasitic element radiation. In the case when the 

parasitic element is placed on the top of the radiating element, the radiation is reflected 

forward the OPDAwP and the gain of the antenna is increased by 2.5dB. 
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470 MHz  550 MHz  

  
650 MHz 750 MHz 

 

 
 
 
 

 

850 MHz  

Figure 4.25 Simulated OPDAwP radiation patterns  
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The PDA, the PDAwP and the OPDAwP directivity values are compared in 

Figure 4.26.  

 

 
Figure 4.26 The directivity values comparison 

 

The OPDAwP gain and antenna efficient coefficient values are shown in Figure 

4.27.  The coefficient values vary from 0.88 to 0.97. The antenna efficiency is calculated 

by using the following equation, integrated into the simulation package [13, 18]: 

RadrAnt eee             eq.4.9 

where re is the mismatch efficiency (
2

1  ) and Rade is the radiation efficiency 

(conduction and dielectric losses [14]). 

The OPDAwP gain value has increased from 1.2dBi to 4.1 dBi throughout the 

frequency band (Figure 4.27). The gain values are calculated in the following way: Gain 

= Directivity + Mismatch-Loss + Radiation-Efficiency [18]. 
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Figure 4.27 OPDAwP efficient and gain simulation results 

 

 

4.4 Manufactured PDA prototypes 

 

In this section two types of the manufactured PDA systems are described (the 

PDAwP and the OPDAwP). The measurements were carried out by using the ANRITSU 
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MS2026A portable vector network analyzer (VNA) [20] in the anechoic chamber. The 

VNA calibration was performed by using the 75  Rosenberger F-type socket 

calibration kit (model 74CK10A-170) [21]. The F - type female sockets of 75  were 

chosen to be used as connectors in these PDA prototypes. Also The FR4 substrate with 

the permittivity of 4.9 and the thickness of 1.52 was used in the manufacturing. Finally, 

the prototypes were covered by a special rubber coating. 

 

4.4.1 Manufactured PDAwP 

 

The manufactured prototype of the PDAwP is illustrated in Figure 4.28. The 

physical antenna size is compared to the one pound coin. 

 

 

 

PDAwP top view PDAwP bottom view 

Figure 4.28 Manufactured PDAwP model compared to one pound coin  

 

 The return loss comparison of the simulated and measured results is shown in 

Figure 4.29. The measurement results achieve the bandwidth of 54.8%, which is 2.8% 

higher than the bandwidth of the simulation results for the PDAwP. The antenna match 

starts at 490MHz and finishes at 860MHz. 
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Figure 4.29 The simulation and measurement results of  the PDAwP 

 

4.4.1 Manufactured OPDAwP 

 

 This section describes the OPDAwP prototype of the dipole antenna. Several 

examples of this prototype were manufactured. The top and the bottom views of the 

manufactured OPDAwP are shown in Figure 4.30. 

 

 

OPDAwP top view OPDAwP bottom view 

Figure 4.30 Manufactured OPDAwP model compared to one pound coin  
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The measurement results are compared to the simulated ones in Figure 4.31. 

The measured OPDAwP bandwidth is equal to 56.8%, which is 3.9% larger than the 

simulated bandwidth. The minimum measured return loss value at 524MHz is -26 and at 

756Hz is about -32dB.   

 

 
Figure 4.31 The simulation and measurement results of  the OPDAwP 

 

The printed dipole antenna will be used outside for the UHF band propagations. 

Hence, it needs to be safely covered in an antioxidant material. This would prevent the 

copper oxidation, which eventually may lead to decreased antenna performance.  

A “Plasti Dip” multi-purpose rubber coating (Performix brand) was used to cover 

the manufactured antennas (Figure 4.32). Each printed dipole antenna used about 80g 

of rubber coating, which resulted in a 0.14mm layer thickness on each side. 
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Figure 4.32 PDAs covered with antioxidant rubber coating  

 

The rubber coating had a loading effect on the PDA. As a result, the matching 

band was shifted to a lower frequency by 10-15MHz. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

 

The methodology for the innovation of the balanced, broadband and the low cost 

radiating element was developed. The printed dipole antenna structure was analysed 

and the main PDA parts explained. The impedance transformation was gradually 

discussed throughout the whole PDA design. 

Section 4.3 described the main steps of the PDA innovating for the UHF. In order 

to improve the return loss, the operating frequency band and to achieve the higher 

directivity, the parametric study was carried out and the results were presented in the 

following sections. 

The PDA with the broadband balun, the parallel strip line and the radiating 

element was introduced. The simulated results were discussed in section 4.3.1. The 

dual resonance was acquired at 550MHz and at 790MHz. The surface current 

distribution for the maximum and zero values was shown at various frequencies. 

Results indicated that the broadband balun is balancing the input to the radiating 

element from 470MHz to 750MHz. However, the surface current distribution mismatch 

appeared at 850MHz. 

The PDA with the extended feeding line was described in section 4.3.2. It was 

created in order to simplify the connection with the ground plane. The distance from the 

radiating element to the ground plane should be close to 4/o . The microstrip line with 

the length of 38mm and the input impendence of 75  was connected to the input of the 

PDA. 
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In order to improve the PDA bandwidth, the parametric study was carried out 

through numerous simulations. The PDA with the stretched balun was introduced in 

section 4.3.3. The achieved bandwidth was 26%. The PDA maintained relatively 

consistent radiation patterns in the frequency interval from 470MHz to 850MHz. They 

were similar to the radiation patterns of the 2/0  wire dipole [14]. The directivity at 

470MHz was equal to 2.238dBi and at 850MHz was equal to 2.912dBi. 

Section 4.3.4 introduced the parasitic element. The radiation pattern, the 

directivity and the return loss were improved by implementing the passive element to 

the PDA structure. The use of the parasitic element in a close proximity to the dipole 

arms resulted in a PDAwP bandwidth increase to 52%. The directivity of the PDAwP 

achieved 5.2dBi value at 850MHz, which is 3.3dB higher than the conventional PDA 

directivity value at same frequency. However, the parasitic element had a negative 

effect on the radiation patterns. This phenomenon appeared in the frequency band from 

800MHz to 850HMz radiation patterns. It was caused by the coupled passive element 

resonance at the high frequency, when its radiation was reflected backwards to the 

PDAwP. However, this issue was resolved in the following section. 

In section 4.3.5 the PDA model was optimized by performing numerous 

simulations. The identical parasitic element was placed 1mm above the resonant 

element. This improved the radiation patterns at higher frequency (800MHz -850MHz) 

and also resulted in the bandwidth increase by 0.9%. The simulated antenna efficiency 

varied from 88% to 97.7%, which was a very good performance. The obtained OPDAwP 

directivity and gain values were as high as 4.3dBi and 4.1dBi respectively. 
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The PDAwP and the OPDAwP prototypes were manufactured and S11 measured 

in an anechoic chamber. The manufactured prototypes return loss results were better 

than the simulated ones. The PDAwP bandwidth was improved by 2.8% and the 

OPDAwP bandwidth was improved by 3.9%. In order to enable the outside range 

measurements, it was necessary to create the antioxidant layer for the whole antenna 

coverage. The Plasti Dip” multi-purpose rubber coating was used to cover the whole 

printed dipole antenna with a 0.14mm thickness layer. This initially resulted in the 

loading effect on the PDA. The antennas matching band was shifted to a lower 

frequency by 10-15MHz.  

The PDAwP and the OPDAwP systems initially had a broad bandwidth with a  

low gain. The next chapter describes the methodology for optimisation of the ground 

plane and its placement under the PDAwP and the OPDAwP, in order to improve the 

antenna systems directivity, gain and bandwidth values.  
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Chapter 5 

 

Printed dipole antenna (PDA) with reflector system 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Chapter 4 discussed a novel, balanced, broadband and low cost printed dipole 

antenna (PDA). This type of a driven element achieves relatively consistent radiation 

patterns over the UHF band. Based on its performance, the PDA was used as a 

radiating element in an UHF antenna system. This chapter presents the comparison of 

the measured and the simulated results, when the PDA is placed over a gridded ground 

plane. 

Section 5.2 describes the parametric study which was carried out in order to 

investigate the size and compositions of various ground planes. The reflectors with 

various size, shape and structure were analysed. 
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Section 5.3 commences with the simulation results of the PDAwP and the 

OPDAwP placed over the ground plane. The directivity, the radiation pattern and the 

return loss values were evaluated and compared when the PDA was placed over the 

ground plane and in parallel to the ground plane.  

In order to validate the predicted radiation patterns and the gain values, indoors 

and outdoors measurements were carried out and described in section 5.4. The 

measurements were performed on the concrete roof of the three floors building. The 

antenna under test (AUT) was PDAwP placed over three different types of ground 

planes. The first type was a flat wire mesh ellipse ground plane. The second type was a 

wire mesh ellipse ground plane, bended at an angle of 20° and the final type was the 

same structure ground plane, angled at 45°. For comparison purpose, three types of 

commercially available Yagi UHF antennas with different number of elements were 

bought from Kathrein Ltd [1]. The gain values of these antennas were measured and 

compared with available datasheets in order to evaluate the measuring method and the 

PDA system. 

Results and conclusions are discussed in final section 5.5. 
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5.2 Ground plane analysis 

 

Many antennas implement a flat plate metal sheet as the reflector or a ground 

plane [2]. The ground planes are used to redirect radiation into the forward direction. In 

this way they increase the antenna gain and also improve the interference with nearside 

objects, placed behind the antenna. Most of the reflectors are electric conductors with 

the property of reversing the phase of the reflected waves. 

 

5.2.1 Perfect electric conductor (PEC) 

 

Theoretically, a perfect electric conductor (PEC) placed over the radiating 

antenna changes the reflected wave phase to 180 . When the radiating antenna is 

brought very close to the PEC (i.e. closer than 4/ ); such placement can result in a 

destructive interference, as shown in Figure 5.1.     

 
Figure 5.1 Radiating antenna placed very close to a perfect electric conductor 
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The radiation is being reduced due to the image currents. They are generated by 

the perfect electric conductor, which cancels out the currents in the antenna. To solve 

this problem the radiating antenna must be placed at 4/  distance from the PEC, as 

shown in Figure 5.2.   

 
Figure 5.2 An antenna placed at 4/  distance from ground plane 

 

The total phase shift from antenna, i.e. to the PEC and back to the antenna, is 

equivalent to the one complete cycle (Figure 5.3), which creates constructive 

interference [3] (90°+180°+90°=360°). 

 

 
Figure 5.3 Phase change of the antenna placed at 4/  distance from ground plane 
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The total size of the antenna system should be at least one quarter of the 

wavelength thickness, in order to radiate efficiently. The distance could be reduced by 

using the artificial magnetic conductors (AMC) or the high impedance surfaces (HIS). 

However, they have limited bandwidth. 

 

5.2.2 Periodic structure analysis 

 

The designing of the ground plane for the outdoor antenna system requires 

meeting several important conditions: i.e. having a good conductivity, using a material 

which does not oxidise and is light weight, having low wind loading, low profile and 

being inexpensive to manufacture with a reasonably good front - to - back ratio (F/B). To 

design a light weight and low wind loading antenna system, the PEC needs to be 

implemented with periodic air perforations, known as the frequency selective surfaces 

(FSS). However, it is quite expensive to fabricate such structures. A commercially 

available galvanised wire mesh meets these conditions. This material also has the 

advantages of being low cost, antioxidant and would be strong enough in structure, see 

Figure 5.4. 

                    
Figure 5.4 Picture of the galvanised mesh roll 
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The CST MicroStripes electromagnetic simulation package [4] was used to 

analyse such ground plane structure. Three types of prediction results were simulated: 

PEC, single cell of the periodic structure and 4x4 cells. The structure was exited by a 

waveguide placed in close proximity to the periodic surface, as shown in Figure 5.5 and 

Figure 5.6. The boundary conditions for the incident wave were absorbing, for the other 

axis the boundary conditions were wrap around.   

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.5 single cell analysis Figure 5.6 4x4 cells analysis 

 
The simulated results of the reflection phase are shown in Figure 5.7 for different 

types of ground plane structures. The distance between the excited waveguide and the 

analysed surface was 2mm. The reflected wave phase of the PEC includes the phase of 

the travelling wave throughout the distance of 4mm between the nodes. Therefore, the 

results discrepancy varies in this phase. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.7 a) Simulated reflection phase results; b) single cells structure 
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The simulated PEC phase line is the reference for the comparison to the 

periodically perforated surface reflection phase. The blue and the red lines represent 

the reflected wave phase shift of the periodic structure with dimensions of single cells 

23mm x 2mm (Figure 5.7). These lines are almost identical, which suggests that the 

analysing method of a single cell is optimal. The periodic structure performs 167  phase 

inversion of the reflected wave at 470MHz, 162  phase inversion at the centre 

frequency 650MHz and 156  phase inversion at the highest frequency point. This phase 

change of the reflected wave will result in the distance increase between the radiating 

element and the FSS ground plane by 36/0  compared to the PEC ground plane.  

The parametric study of various ground plane dimensions was carried out in 

order to optimise the ground plane, without incurring any significant loss in the directivity 

values and the F/B ratio. The chosen ground plane sizes to be investigated were: 

100cm x 100cm; 100mm x 74cm; 100cm x 43cm; 74cm x 100cm, 74cm x 74cm; 74cm x 

43cm; 43cmx 100cm; 43cm x 74cm; 43cm x 43cm and 74cm x 43cm PEC. 

 

    
100cm x 74cm 

 
43cm x 43cm 

Figure 5.8 The dimensions of the ground planes 
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The first dimension represents the height of the structure (“L” vertical axis) and 

the second dimension corresponds to its width (“W” horizontal axis), see Figure 5.8. The 

ground planes were placed 4/0  apart from the radiating element. In order to speed up 

the simulation, the chosen driven element (DE) was the 2/0  wire dipole (Figure 5.8). 

The effect of the ground plane size change on the return loss is illustrated in Figure 5.9.  

 

 
Figure 5.9 Simulated return loss of the dipoles placed over different size ground plane 

 

The 2/0  wire dipole is designed to resonate at the centre frequency of the PDA 

operation band, i.e. 650MHz. However, the resonant frequency is shifted by placing the 

ground plane at 4/0  distance from the dipole (Figure 5.9). This can be explained by 

the fact that the ground plane is loading the dipole, and consequently it is operating in a 
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much lower frequency. The best return loss value (i.e. -28dB), achieved from 

simulations, was accomplished from the periodic structure with dimensions 74cm x 

43cm (30cells x 17cells).  

 The effect of the ground plane size change on the E-plane and H-plane co-polar 

radiation patterns is illustrated in Figure 5.10. This figure contains ten different radiation 

pattern graphs for various ground planes. The radiation patterns shape are quite similar 

in all cases, however the small changes are visible in the HPBW, in the F/B ratio and in 

the directivity values. The results containing the HPBW values for various ground 

planes are shown in Table 5.1. 

 
Ground plane Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) 

E-plane co-polar H-plane co-polar 

Dipole only 78° 180° 

100cm x 100cm 59° 81° 

100cm x 74 cm 59° 79° 
100cm x 34cm 67° 67° 

74cm x 100cm 73° 80° 

74cm x 74cm 58° 85° 

74cm x 43cm 68° 70° 
PEC 74cm x 43cm 69° 71° 

43cm x 100cm 62° 105° 

43cm x 74cm  68° 89° 

43cm x 43cm 66° 87° 

Table 5.1 The HPBW values for various ground plane 

 

The most directional beam has the dipole placed over the ground plane with 

dimensions of 100cm x 43cm (E, H-plane was 67°). The widest achieved beam width 

was 62° at E-plane and 105° at H-plane by the dipole placed over the ground plane with 

dimensions of 43cm x 100cm. 
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Dipole only 100cm x 100cm 100cm x 74cm 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

100cm x 43cm 74cm x 100cm 74cm x 74cm 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

74cm x 43cm PEC 74cm x 43cm 43cm x 100cm 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

43cm x 74cm  43cm x 43cm 

Figure 5.10 E,H-planes co-polar radiation patterns of the dipole placed over various 

ground planes 
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It can be noticed from Figure 5.11 that the F/B ratio varies for different ground 

plane structures. The best F/B ratio (21dB) is achieved when the ground plane size is 

43cm x 100cm. Although in comparison, the ground planes with sizes of 43cm x43cm, 

74cm x 43 and 74cm x 74cm have higher than 17dB F/B ratio. 

 

 
Figure 5.11 Simulated F/B results of the dipole placed over various size ground planes 

 

The directivity values at the resonant frequencies are illustrated in Figure 5.12. 

The maximum achieved directivity is 9dBi, when the reflector has the dimensions of 

74cm x 43cm. The second highest directivity is achieved with the reflector size of 74cm 

x 43cm. It is only 0.15dBi smaller than the 100cm x 43cm surface and is equal to 

8.9dBi. The ground planes with the width of 43cm (“W”) have higher directivity in 

comparison to the other widths (i.e. 100cm and 74cm). This pattern of behaviour is 

common for all ground planes with different height dimensions. 
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Taking into account that the structure with the best directivity (i.e. 100cm x 43cm) 

is 243.0 m  and with the 74cm x 43cm ground plane is only 2318.0 m , the optimum ground 

plane size would be a ground plane with dimensions of 74cm x 43cm. 

 

 
Figure 5.12 Simulated directivity values for the dipole placed over various ground 

planes 

 

It can be concluded from the performed simulations that the optimum ground 

plane dimensions is 74cm x 43cm. 
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5.2.3 Elliptical ground plane  

 

Previous section described the analysed reflector with the following features: low 

weight, low wind loading, produced from a cost effective material, with a strong overall 

structure, the flat plate, resilient to oxidisation in outdoor weather conditions and having 

low profile with a good overall performance. To improve the ground plane shape, the 

simulated surface currents of the PEC were analysed at various phases, as illustrated in 

Figure 5.13 (a-d). It should be noticed that the surface current density along the ground 

plane decreases by increasing the distance away from the centre, where the dipole is 

placed. The surface current distribution is the same in both cases: over the PEC ground 

plane with 74cm x43cm dimensions and over the periodically perforated metallic sheet 

with 74cm x 43cm dimensions (Figure 5.13 e-h). It should be noted that the surface 

currents propagate in an elliptical shape. 
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a)                        b)                          c)                          d) 

 

     
                        e)                          f)                         g)                           h) 

 

 
i)                    j)                          k)                          l) 

 

Figure 5.13 Surface current distribution at various phases 
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To improve the low profile and enhance the reflection performance, the ground 

plane corners were cut off to make its shape elliptical. The surface currents distribution 

for this type of structures is illustrated in Figure 5.13 (i-l). 

The directivity of the dipole, placed over the ellipse wire mesh ground plane with 

a size of 74cm x 43cm, is 0.2dB higher than the directivity of the dipole placed over the 

rectangular wire mesh ground plane with same dimensions at the resonant frequency. 

The elliptical ground plane with periodically rectangular air perforations will be used in 

next investigations of the PDA placed over reflector because this ground plane was 

proved to be the optimum one. 
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5.3 Results for PDA with ground plane 

 

In order to show the ground plane performance for the PDA system the radiation 

patterns were investigated. Two types of the PDA were analysed: the PDAwP and the 

OPDAwP. Moreover, two types of the PDA placements over the ground plane were 

analysed: above the reflector and parallel to the reflector both at 4/0  distance. The 

geometries of the various PDA configurations are shown in Figure 5.14. 

 

 

a)     

 

 

b)    

 

c)     

 

d)    
 

 

e)     

 

f)    

 

g)   

Figure 5.14 Structure of various PDA: a) PDA; b) PDAwP; c) OPDAwP 

d)PDAwP  GP; e) PDAwP ||  to GP; f) OPDAwP  GP; g) OPDAwP ||  to GP 
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5.3.1 Results for PDAwP placed over ground plane 

 

The predicted PDAwP results placed over the metamaterial inspired ground 

plane are shown in Figure 5.15. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5.15 Predicted results of the PDAwP placed above the ground plane  

 

Solid lines correspond to the PDAwP and dotted lines represent the PDAwP 

placed above the reflector. The graph contains the real part ( inR ) and the imaginary part 

( inX ) of the input impedance. charZ is the impedance characteristic at the input to the 

antenna, which is design to be equal to 75 . The resonance of the PDAwP alone in the 

return loss appears at 550MHz, 715MHz and 840MHz frequencies, when the real part is 

close to the 75  and the imaginary part is being close to zero or equal to zero.  
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The results for the E, H-planes co-polar and x-polar radiation patterns of the 

predicted PDAwP, placed above the ground plane, are shown in Figure 5.16. The 

radiation patterns are described at five different frequencies: 470MHz, 550MHz, 

650MHz, 750MHz and 850MHz.  

The F/B ratio varies from 17dB (550MHz) to 27dB (750MHz). The radiation 

performances of the PDAwP placed above the ground plane throughout the 470MHz – 

750MHz frequency range remains unchanged. The antenna radiation from 800MHz to 

850MHz interferes with a parasitic element (placed below the radiating element) and 

deteriorates the wave propagation by redirecting the front beam toward the ground 

plane.  
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470 MHz 550 MHz 

  
650 MHz 750 MHz 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

850 MHz 

Figure 5.16 Radiation patterns of the PDAwP placed over the ground plane 
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The simulation results for the PDAwP, placed in parallel to the ground plane, are 

shown in Figure 5.17. The return loss results are very similar to results for the PDAwP 

placed above the ground plane. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5.17 Predicted results of the PDAwP placed parallel to the ground plane 

 

 However, the radiation patterns are more directive, particularly in the H-plane of 

the PDAwP placed in parallel to the reflector compared to the PDAwP placed above the 

reflector, (see Figure 5.18).  
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470 MHz 550 MHz 

  

650 MHz 750 MHz 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

850 MHz 

Figure 5.18 Radiation patterns of the OPDAwP placed parallel to the ground plane 
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The HPBW of the various PDAwP configurations (the PDAwP alone {Figure 5.14 

b)}, the PDAwP placed above the ground plane {Figure 5.14 d)} and the PDAwP placed 

parallel to the ground plane {Figure 5.14 e)}) are shown in Table 5.2 

 

HPBW, deg 
 

470MHZ 550MHz 650MHz 750MHz 850MHz 

E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane 
PDAwP 84° 180° 80° 180° 75° 180° 70° 180° 59° 180° 

PDAwP GP 75° 149° 71° 147° 65° 155° 59° 155° 88° 140° 

PDAwP || to GP 65° 90° 71° 80° 72° 76° 67° 72° 66° 84° 

Table 5.2 HPBW values of the various PDAwP configurations 

 

In order to validate the simulated return loos results, measurements were carried 

out. The ANRITSU 37397D Vector Network Analyzer 40MHz - 65GHz [5] was used to 

take measurements during this experiment. A comparison of the measured and 

simulated results of the PDAwP alone and over the ground plane is illustrated in Figure 

5.19 a). Simulated and measured results of the PDAwP alone and placed in parallel to 

the reflector are shown in Figure 5.19 b). The bandwidth values of the these PDAwP 

configurations are shown in Table 5.3 

 

Antenna system Bandwidth, % 
Simulated Measured 

PDAwP {Figure 5.14 b)} 52 54.8 

PDAwP  GP {Figure 5.14 d)} 49.4 57.5 

PDAwP || to GP {Figure 5.14 e)} 52.4 60.2 

Table 5.3 The bandwidth values of the various PDAwP configurations 
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a) The PDAwP with and without ground plane placed above 

 

 

 

b) The PDAwP with and without groundplane placed parallel 

Figure 5.19 Comparison of the simulations and measurements 

 

The measurement results show wider bandwidth than the simulation results. The 

measured PDAwP alone achieves 2.8% broader bandwidth than simulated one. The 

measured PDAwP placed above the GP and in parallel to GP achieves as well 

increased bandwidth of 7.8% and 8.1% respectively. However, both the simulated and 

measured return loss results have same trends.  
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5.3.2 Results for OPDAwP placed over ground plane 

 

The performance of the OPDAwP placed above the ground plane was 

investigated. The return loss results are shown in Figure 5.20. Solid lines represent 

results for the OPDAwP alone and dotted lines correspond to the OPDAwP placed 

above the ground plane. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5.20 Predicted results of the OPDAwP placed above the ground plane 

 

The radiation patterns of the OPDAwP placed above the ground plane are 

illustrated in Figure 5.21. Comparing these results to the ones described previously (i.e. 

PDAwP placed over the ground plane Figure 5.16), the OPDAwP placed above the 

ground plane is far superior. It has more directive beams in both the E and the H planes 

and the negative effect of the redirected main beam backwards disappears at 800MHz - 

850MHz frequencies.   
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470 MHz 550 MHz 

  
650 MHz 750 MHz 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

850 MHz 

Figure 5.21 Radiation patterns of the OPDAwP placed over the ground plane  
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Finally, Figure 5.22 illustrates the return loss results when the OPDAwP is placed 

in parallel to the ground plane. These are the best results achieved in the simulation, 

during the research, for the radiating antenna placed over the ground plane. The 

predicted OPDAwP bandwidth is 54%, and the bandwidth of the OPDAwP, placed in 

parallel to the ground plane, is 52%. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5.22 Predicted results of the OPDAwP placed parallel to the ground plane 

 

The predicted radiation patterns are shown in Figure 5.22. The Front-to-Back 

ratio varies from 16dB to 21dB (470MHz - 850MHz). 
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470 MHz 550 MHz 

  
650 MHz 750 MHz 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

850 MHz 

Figure 5.23 Radiation patterns of the OPDAwP placed parallel to the ground plane  
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The half power beam width values for the various OPDAwP configurations (the 

OPDAwP alone {Figure 5.14 c)}, the OPDAwP placed above the ground plane {Figure 

5.14 f)} and the OPDAwP placed parallel to the ground plane {Figure 5.14 g)}) are 

shown in Table 5.4. 

 

HPBW, deg 
 

470MHZ 550MHz 650MHz 750MHz 850MHz 

E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane 
OPDAwP 82° 180° 80° 180° 74° 180° 71° 180° 63° 180° 

OPDAwP GP 77° 152° 70° 151° 65° 154° 62° 153° 60° 148° 

OPDAwP || to GP 65° 87° 70° 75° 70° 61° 66° 61° 54° 64° 

Table 5.4 HPBW values of the various OPDAwP configurations 

 

To validate the return loss simulated results, measurements were carried out. 

The comparison between the simulation and measurement results is shown in Figure 

5.24. The bandwidth values are represented in Table 5.5 

 

Antenna system Bandwidth, % 
Simulated Measured 

OPDAwP {Figure 5.14 b)} 52.9 56.8 

OPDAwP GP {Figure 5.14 d)} 50.3 61.4 

OPDAwP || to GP {Figure 5.14 e)} 53.8 62.2 

Table 5.5 The bandwidth values of the various OPDAwP configurations 

 

The measured OPDAwP alone achieves 3.9% broader bandwidth in comparison 

to the simulated one. However, the measured OPDAwP placed above the GP achieves 

11.1% broader bandwidth compared to the predicted one. 
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a) The OPDAwP alone and the OPDAwP placed above the ground plane 

 

 

 

b) The OPDAwP alone and the OPDAwP placed parallel to the ground plane 

Figure 5.24 Comparison of the simulations and measurements 

 

Results showed that measurements performed even better than the simulation. 

The OPDAwP match was slightly worse in comparison to the PDAwP match at 610MHz 

~-8dB, but the trend of the higher operating frequency band increased. On the other 

hand, the resonance at 610MHz was improved (-10dB) by placing the ground plane 

above/ in parallel to the OPDAwP.  
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5.3.3 Directivity results for various PDA configurations 

 

The predicted directivity results for various printed dipole antenna configurations 

with and without ground plane are shown in Table 5.6.  

                       Frequency,  
 
Antenna type 

Directivity, dBi 

470 MHz 550 MHz 650 MHz 750 MHz 850 MHz 

PDA 2.24 2.34 2.5 2.69 2.91 

PDAwP 2.2 2.28 2.42 2.75 5.14 

PDAwP  GP 4.85 5.2 5.6 6.01 4.39 

PDAwP ||  to GP 8.02 8.34 8.77 9.09  7.24 

OPDAwP 2.32 2.47 2.73 3.08  4.4 

OPDAwP  GP 5.07 5.47 5.81 6.14  6.48 

OPDAwP ||  to GP 8.05 8.42 8.90 9.42 10.45 

Table 5.6 Predicted directivity results of the various PDA 

 

The predicted directivity results from Table 5.5 for various PDA configurations 

are illustrated in Figure 5.25.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.25 Predicted directivity results of the various PDA 
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The graph (Figure 5.25) compares seven different directivity results for various 

PDA configurations: the PDA alone {Figure 5.14 a)}, the PDAwP alone {Figure 5.14 b)}, 

the OPDAwP alone {Figure 5.14 c)}, the PDAwP placed above the GP {Figure 5.14 d)}, 

the PDAwP placed in parallel to the GP {Figure 5.14 e)}, the OPDAwP placed above the 

GP {Figure 5.14 f)} and the OPDAwP placed in parallel to the GP {Figure 5.14 g)}. The 

directivity values of the PDA alone increase slightly when frequency increases, i.e. from 

2.2dBi to 2.9dBi. The PDA, the PDAwP and the OPDAwP have similar directivity values 

from 470MHz to 750MHz. However, due to a parasitic element, the PDAwP and the 

OPDAwP achieve more directional beams at 800MHz -850MHz (see Chapter 4). This 

results in the increase of directivity values to 5.14dBi and 4.4dBi for the PDAwP and the 

OPDAwP respectively.  

 When two PDA’s (the PDAwP and the OPDAwP) are placed over the ground 

plane, the directivity values increase by more than 2.5dBi. However, the PDAwP placed 

over the GP at a higher frequency has a negative impact on the antenna radiation due 

to the parasitic element. This phenomenon was reported in previous chapter (section 

4.3.4). 

The best directivity values were achieved in case when the OPDAwP is placed in 

parallel to the GP. The directivity values are as high as 8.05dBi and 10.45dBi at 

470MHz and 850MHz respectively. 
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5.4 Outdoor measurements 

 

In order to validate the predicted radiation pattern results, measurements were 

made for the prototype antenna. The available anechoic chamber was not suitable for 

the UHF (470MHz – 850MHz) antenna measurements. The anechoic chamber is 

designed for the frequency band from 900 MHz to 6 GHz. The roof of the Electronic and 

Electrical Engineering Department building was the only suitable place to carry out the 

measurements. The antenna under test (AUT) was a printed dipole antenna with a 

parasitic element (PDAwP), placed above an ellipse shaped ground plane with a 

periodically rectangular perforations (Figure 5.14d). The radiation patterns (the E-plane 

co-polar, x-polar and the H-plane co-polar) were measured at various frequencies. Five 

main frequencies were chosen at constant intervals through the 470MHz -850MHz 

frequency band (i.e. 470MHz, 550MHz, 650MHz, 750MHz, 850MHz). For calibration 

purposes five pairs of the balanced 2/0  dipoles were manufactured at the chosen 

frequencies. They were tested and used for outdoors measurements as testing 

antennas. 

Three types of the commercial high gain Yagi Uda antennas were bought from 

the German Company “Kathrein” [1] (3 elements, 6 and 11 elements), to compare the 

measurement technique and the performance of the novel PDAwP placed above the 

reflector. 
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5.4.1 Dipole Calibration 

 

Five sets of dipole pairs were manufactured. The dipoles were used to measure 

the gain and the radiation patterns of the AUT. The 4/0
 

balun was used for a 

balanced dipole [6, 7]. The diagram, representing this structure, is shown in Figure 5.26. 

In this figure A corresponds to the input to the antenna and B is the shorted outer at 

4/0  distance. However, considering the velocity of propagation inside the cable, the 

inner is cut at distance C, which is equal to 
r



4

0  ( r is the cable substrate permittivity 

value).  Port1 and Port2 are in balanced. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.26 Diagram of the balun 

 

The structure of the manufactured balanced dipole, designed to resonate at 

470MHz, is shown in Figure 5.27. The same variables (A, B, C, Port 1 and Port 2) from 

Figure 5.26 are represented in Figure 5.27. 
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Figure 5.27 Manufactured dipole at 470MHz frequency 

 

The image of all manufactured dipoles is shown in Appendix D (Figure A4). It 

was necessary to design a dipole pair (Rx, Tx) which would match at the same 

frequency. The measurement results show that there is a neglectable discrepancy of 

the return loss values between the dipoles in a pair. The measured return loss of five 

sets of dipole pairs is shown in Figure 5.28.  A semi rigid coaxial cable of 50  with a 

SMA male connector of 50  was used to manufacture dipole antennas. 
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Figure 5.28 Measured return loss of the five dipole set of pairs 

 

The bandwidths for the manufactured dipoles were calculated at 10dB of the 

return loss in the following way: 
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The largest bandwidth was achieved for the fourth dipoles pair, 4DipoleBW  and is 

equal to 8.65% 
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The comparison of the simulated and measured radiation patterns for the 2/0  

balanced dipole is shown in Figure 5.29. 

 

 
 

Measured  @ 470MHz Simulated @ 470MHz 

Figure 5.29 Simulated and measured dipole radiation patterns 

 

 The measured radiation patterns at 470MHz (E, H-planes co-polar) for the 2/0  

balanced dipole are very similar to the simulated results. The dynamic range (DR) was 

varying from 40dB to 53dB through all outdoor measurements. 
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5.4.2 Measurements setup 

 

The outdoors measurements setup structure is shown in Figure 5.30. The length 

of the antenna range is important, if it is too short, there will be significant phase 

difference over the aperture of the antenna being tested, resulting in low measured 

gain. The minimum range length to avoid this error is the Far Field (FF) distance: 

0

22



aD
FF


           eq.5.1 

Where aD  is the largest dimension of the aperture. The aD  varies from 0.16m (850MHz 

balanced dipole) to 1.34m (13 element Yagi-Uda) for the all antennas measured 

outdoors.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.30 Measurement set up on the roof of a three storey building 
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The far field distance for 13 element Yagi UDA antenna at 850MHz is equal to 

5.1m. The transmitter and receiver were placed 10 meters apart, see Figure 5.30. The 

antenna stands consisted of two materials: a lower part made from a 2 metre high 

metallic stand and a higher part made from a plastic material (1.3metres).  

The receiver was placed on the revolving platform, which performs 360  rotation 

and a MARCONI INSTRUMENTS Reflection Analyzer (10MHz - 20GHz Marconi Test 

Set 6200) [8] was used to generate a continuous wave (CW) signal for the transmission. 

A ROHDE & SCHWARZ FS315 Spectrum Analyzer (9 kHz - 3 GHz) [9] was used for 

the signal reception, as a standalone receiver. The picture of the roof, where the 

measurement took place, is shown in Figure 5.31.  

 
Figure 5.31 The outdoor measurements setup  
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In Figure 5.30 A represents the measuring antenna (the balanced 2/0  dipole) 

and B is the turn table for the receiver (Rx). 

Special mechanical adapters were added to both top ends of the stands in order 

to connect and hold dipoles and cables (see Figure 5.32).  

  
Figure 5.32 Adapter which holds and connects the dipole and the cable 

A 5m RHOFLEX [10] R402 cable with a diameter of 4.14mm and 50
 

impedance was used for the dipole gain measurements. It connected the transmitter to 

the wave generator and the receiver to the spectrum analyser. A semi rigid coaxial 

cable of 75  reference was used to connect AUT to the spectrum analyser, for the 

PDAwP placed above the ground plane measurements. For measured frequencies the 

attenuation losses of cables are shown in Figure 5.33.  

 

 

Figure 5.33 Attenuation results in the outdoors measurements 
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The attenuation results for cables used in outdoors measurements and for the 

free space path loss (FSPL) are shown in Table 5.7. 

                                 Frequency 
Attenuation, dB 

470MHz 550MHz 650MHz 750MHz 850MHz 

5m cable R402 1.43 1.51 1.68 1.79 1.93 

Measured 5m cable R402 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 

Measured 5m Coaxial cable 1.48 1.85 2.22 2.59 2.96 

FSPL 45.6 47.1 48.5 49.8 50.9 

Table 5.7 Attenuation results in measurements 

 
The attenuation losses of cables were measured by using the HP 438A Power 

Meter [11]. The connectors and cables used in outdoors measurements are shown in 

Figure 5.34.  

 

 
Outdoors measurement setup for two dipoles 

 
Outdoors measurement setup for PDAwP+GP and dipole 

Figure 5.34 Connectors and cables used in outdoors measurements 
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The measured five meter cable (R402) included two male SMA connectors at the 

ends of the cable and the measured 5m coaxial cable attenuation included two F-type 

male connector losses. 

 In the beginning of the outdoor measurements the received power ( RxP ) was 

measured of the five pairs of the dipoles. The transmitted power ( TxP ) was the 

generated continuous wave of 5 dBm. In order to estimate the gain from measurements, 

Friis transmission equation [12] was used (see eq. 5.2) 

2
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          eq.5.2 

By assuming that the dipoles have the same electromagnetic propagation performances  

)( TxRx GG  , a single dipole gain would be equal to: 
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To calculate the antenna under test (AUT) gain values the following equation was used: 
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4          

eq.5.4 

 

The concrete of a floor of buildings is typically made up of a wire mesh 

embedded in a thick layer of concrete cement for structural reinforcement. The mesh 

may consist of straight wires joined perpendicular to give planar periodic array of square 

grid for structural reinforcement. When the array is illuminated by EM waves, its 

periodicity would exhibit certain reflection characteristics depending on the size of the 
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grid and the concrete properties [4, 13]. The Ground reflection from the floor concrete 

could be calculated only if detailed structure of the concrete would be known. However 

the incidence angle ( ) on the ground and the path phase difference ( ) can be easily 

calculated (Figure 5.30): 
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The path phase difference ( ) for all outdoor measured antennas are shown in 

Appendix E. It is varying in all cases, because the different antennas represent different 

distance between the receiver and the transmitter. 
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5.4.3 Measurements 

 

The return loss results were carried out indoors in the anechoic chamber for the 

PDAwP with and without the ground plane and for the OPDAwP with and without the 

ground plane.  

The outdoor radiation pattern measurements were done only for the PDAwP 

placed above the ground plane (see Figure 5.35). The adverse weather conditions 

within the slot, allocated for the outdoor measurements, prevented a systematic repeat 

of measurements as well as the testing of the OPDAwP placed above the ground plane.  

 

 
Figure 5.35 The PDAwP placed above the ground plane front, side and corner views 

 

However, the boresight gain measurements were a lot less time consuming 

compared to each 5° radiation pattern measurement. Therefore, they were performed 

for the PDA with three different ground planes. 
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5.4.3.1 Return loss measurements 

 

The comparison of the indoor measured return loss results for the PDAwP and 

the OPDAwP are shown in Figure 5.36. 

 
Figure 5.36 Indoor measured results of the various PDA systems 

 

The PDAwP placed above the ground plane achieved a better match than the 

OPDAwP. However, the larger operating bandwidth is achieved by the OPDAwP placed 

over the ground plane. %8.59GPPDAwPBW
 

%6.61GPOPDAwPBW  

 

5.4.3.2 Radiation patterns measurements 

 

The outdoor measured radiation patterns (E-plane co-polar, x-polar and H-plane 

co-polar) at five different frequencies are shown in Figure 5.37 and Figure 5.38. 
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Figure 5.37 Measured radiation patterns for the PDAwP placed above the ground plane 

at 470MHz, 550MHz, 650MHz and750MHz 
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The F/B ratio varies from 16dB to 20dB throughout the operating band. The 

comparison of the measured and the simulated HPBW results of the PDAwP placed 

above the ground plane, is shown in Table 5.8.  

HPBW, deg 

 

470MHZ 550MHz 650MHz 750MHz 850MHz 

E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane 

Simulated 75° 149° 71° 147° 65° 155° 59° 155° 88° 140° 

Measured 71° 112° 68° 105° 67° 125° 50° 128° 70° 142° 

Table 5.8 The HPBW values of the PDAwP GP 

 

The predicted E-plane half power beam widths are very close to the measured 

ones, in the frequency range of 470MHz-750MHz. The bigger discrepancy between the 

predicted and the measured HPBM occurs at the H-plane in a lower frequency range.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.38 Measured radiation pattern for the PDAwP placed above the ground plane 

at 850MHz 
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5.4.3.3 Gain measurements 

 

The received power was measured at various frequencies for the PDAwP placed 

above the three different ground planes, i.e. the flat GP (Figure 5.35), the 20 inclined 

GP (Figure 5.39) and the 45  inclined GP (Figure 5.40).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.39 PDAwPGP20° Figure 5.40 PDAwP GP45° 

 

The corner reflector achieved greatly increased gain values in comparison to the 

flat plate ground plane, due to a more directional beam form shape. The gain values for 

the measured and the predicted results for different PDA system variations are shown in 

Table 5.9. 
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                       Frequency 
Antenna type 

Gain, dBi 

470MHz 550MHz 650MHz 750MHz 850MHz 
Simulated      

PDA 0.51 2.26 2.07 1.89 0.59 

PDAwP 2.05 2.17 2.23 2.53 4.78 

PDAwP   GP 4.37 4.68 5.04 5.4 3.95 

PDAwP || to GP 8.02 8.34 8.77 9.09 7.24 

OPDAwP 2.08 2.24 2.45 2.77 3.97 

OPDAwP   GP 4.81 5.19 5.39 5.65 6.18 

OPDAwP
 
|| to GP 7.8 8.14 8.57 9.11 10.19 

Measured      

PDAwP over GP 7.26 9.28 8.21 7.12 5.16 

PDAwP   GP 20° 7.95 10.98 9.55 9.21 8.22 

PDAwP   GP 45° 7.75 10.68 10.8 10.2 9.12 

Table 5.9 Predicted and measured results of the different PDA systems variations 

 

The PDAwP placed above the ground plane measured gain values are about 

2dB’s larger than the simulated ones. A possible reason for this discrepancy could be 

interference with the multi reflections from the concrete. Another reason could be the 

miscalculations caused by the simulation software (rectangular mesh, etc.). 

The boresight gain results from the Table 5.9 for various PDA systems are 

illustrated in a graphical form in Figure 5.41. 
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Figure 5.41 Gain results of the PDA system 

 

The measured results are represented by dotted lines and the predicted results 

of the gain values are shown in solid colours. The measured gain of the PDAwP placed 

above the ground plane varies from 4.8dBi to 9.2dBi.  However, the best measurement 

results were achieved for the PDAwP placed above the ground plane inclined at 45 , 

i.e. from 8dBi to 11dBi. 

The best PDA system configuration would be the OPDAwP placed in a parallel to 

the ground plane. The antenna in this case would be more directive without side lobes 

at the higher frequency band of 800MHz-850MHz.  
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5.4.4 Comparative measurements  

 

 Finally, in order to compare the novel compact and broadband antenna system at 

UHF, three types of commercially available Yagi Uda antennas were bought from 

Kathrein Company [1]. They were: the 5 elements - AOI65, the 8 elements - AON65 and 

the 13 elements - AOP65. The gain values of these antennas were measured and 

compared with the available data sheets to evaluate the measuring method and the 

novel PDA system (Table 5.10). 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Type (Kathrein code) AOI 65 AON 65 AOP 65 PDAwPGP45° 

Manufacturers Gain, dBi 7-9.5 8.5-13.5 9.5-15  

Measured Gain, dBi 6.7-9.6 7.4-13.1 8.8-15.2 7.8-11 

Mean Gain 8.15 10.25 12 9.4 

Front-to-back-ratio 20-25 21-26 22-28 18-22 

Length, cm 41cm 81cm 134cm 15cm 

Unit weight, kg 1 1.8 2.4 0.72 

Table 5.10 Data of the bought UHF antennas and PDAwP placed above the GP 

 

 Even the smallest AOI 65 five elements Yagi antenna is more than two times 

longer and 300g heavier than the novel PDA. The F/B ratio values are similar for all 

antennas. The manufactures gain values were taken from the data sheets which were 

included with the antennas. The gain values from the data sheets and the values, 

measured during this research, are very close. For example, the 5 element Yagi 
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antenna (AOI 65) gain values vary from 7dBi to 9.5dBi according to the manufactures. 

However, these research measurements resulted in a gain value range from 6.7dBi to 

9.6dBi. The highest gain value difference obtained in this research between the 

manufactures stated and the measured is 1.1dB in the lower trend of the AON 65 gain 

values (Table 5.10). However, the measurement errors are dB1 . Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the outdoors measurements, performed in this research, are comparable 

with the Kathrein’s measurements. The gain calculation data for the measured received 

power is illustrated in Appendix F. The gain values from Table 5.10 are represented in a 

graphical form in Figure 5.42.  

 

 
Figure 5.42 Measured results of the various antenna 

 

The PDAwP, placed above the ground plane inclined at 45 , performs well in 

comparison to the Kathrein Yagi UHF antennas. The novel PDA achieves a 1dB higher 

gain at 550MHz compared to all Kathrein Company Yagi antennas (AOI65, AON65 and 
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AOP65). At other frequencies the achieved gain values range is between the AOI65 (5 

elements Yagi) and the AON65 (8 elements Yagi).  

The measured return loss is shown in Figure 5.43 for the following antennas: the 

driven element of the AOI Yagi Uda antennas, the 5 element antenna (AOI65), the 8 

elements antenna (AON65), the 13 elements antenna (AOP65) and the PDAwP placed 

above the ground plane. It should be noted that the ground plane inclination of 20° and 

45° angle had no effect on the return loss results.  

  

 
Figure 5.43 Measured return loss of the various UHF antennas 

 

The return loss result of the driven element (DE) of the Yagi Uda antenna system 

is poor in comparison to the novel PDAwP alone. The calculated bandwidths (at 10dB of 
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the return loss) for the AOI dipole, AOI65, AON65, AOP65 and for the PDAwP placed 

above the ground plane are shown in Table 5.11.  

Antenna AOI DE PDAwP AOI65 AON65 AOP65 PDAwP + GP 

Bandwidth, % 28.9 55.6 49.7 34.8 38.9 59.8 

Table 5.11 The bandwidth results for varies UHF antenna systems 

 

 The return loss performance of the Yagi Uda antenna systems is low compared 

to the novel PDAwP system. The largest bandwidth of 49.7% was achieved by the 

Kathrein Company Yagi Uda antenna system (AOI65). The PDAwP placed above the 

ground plane had the bandwidth of 59.8%.  
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5.5 Conclusions 

 

The broadband and low profile PDA with the reflector system for the UHF was 

proposed and analysed. The performance of the printed dipole antennas over the 

ground planes was investigated.  

The parametric study was carried out in order to optimise the ground plane. The 

elliptical shape reflector with periodically rectangular air perforations and dimensions of 

the 74cm x 43cm showed fairly good overall performance.  Therefore, it was chosen to 

be used it in the next research steps. 

Two types of the PDA were analysed: the PDAwP and the OPDAwP. Moreover, 

two types of the PDA placements over the ground plane were analysed: i.e. above the 

reflector and in parallel to the reflector, both at the 4/0  distance. The radiation patterns 

of the parallel ground plane placement were more directive and the achieved directivity 

was as high as 10.45dBi at 850MHz of the OPDAwP. 

In order to validate the predicted results, measurements were made on the 

prototype PDAwP placed over the ground plane. Measurements took place on the roof 

of a three storey building. However, the return loss was measured in the anechoic 

chamber. The measured return loss had 11% wider bandwidth compared to the 

simulated one, when the OPDAwP was placed above the GP. The measured gain 

values of the PDAwP, placed above the ground plane, varied from 4.8dBi to 9.2dBi 

(mean gain was 7dBi). However, the best measurement results were achieved for the 

PDAwP placed above the ground plane inclined at 45 . In this case the mean gain was 

equal to 9.4dBi. 
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Furthermore, to compare the measurement technique and the performance of 

the novel PDAwP placed above the reflector, three commercial Yagi UHF antennas 

were analysed and measured. The comparison of the manufacturers’ data to the 

measured gain values showed a good match. For the measured PDAwP placed over 

the ground plane, the bandwidth at 10dB of the return loss is equal to 59.8%. Therefore, 

it outperformed all other commercial antenna designs. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Conclusions and future work  

 

6.1 Review of the research study 

 

This thesis has described the theory and practical analysis of a novel, balanced, 

low weight, low profile and broadband antenna in the UHF band (470MHz - 850MHz). 

The main contributions to this work were the investigation of a linearly polarised UHF 

antenna system and the employment of the printed dipole antenna (PDA), which 

resolved all disadvantages of the conventional antennas discussed in this research. The 

PDA structure’s simplicity would be anticipating the overall product cost to be low. 

The research started from the analysis of the commercial available UHF 

antennas: the Vertically Stacked Dipoles Antenna (VSDA) system and the Yagi-Uda 

antenna (YUA) system. 
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Chapter 2 summarised the research on one of the most popular and high gain 

commercially available UHF antennas. The VSDA system performance was 

investigated in terms of the return loss, the input impedance and the surface currents. 

The equivalent circuit was created by using lumped elements in order to better 

understand the balun operation. It was perfectly working between the frequencies of 

420MHz and 920MHz. A good agreement of the return loss between the predicted and 

simulated results was achieved. The VSDA system bandwidth was equal to 48% at –10 

dB in the return loss.  

The simulated radiation patterns revealed the VSDA systems radiation 

performance. The radiation patterns remained relatively consistent over the frequency 

band. The VSDA system achieved high directionality pencil beams in E and H planes. 

However, large side lobes appeared in the lower frequency band (470MHz-520MHz), 

since the ground plane was placed too close (at 8/0 ) towards the radiating element.  

The best performance of this antenna system was achieved in the middle band of 

550MHz - 750MHz, when the radiation patterns were very directional and the return loss 

was very low (from -10dB to -28db). At the higher frequency band of 800MHz-850MHz 

the VSDA system lost the match and the return loss increased up to -7dB (in 

measurements). The best HPBW values (for the VSDA system placed over the ground 

plane) were: 28° for the E-plane and 31° for the H-plane at 850MHz. 

The VSDA system placed above the ground plane achieved a medium overall 

performance with a mean gain value of 9.5dBi over the frequency band of 470MHz-

850MHz. Some of these results have been published [1]. 
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In chapter 3 the performance of the YUA system was discussed. The YUA 

system balun achieved a better match over the desired UHF frequency band than the 

VSDA system balun, analysed in chapter two. Therefore, it was decided to carry out the 

parametric study in order to improve the bandwidth and the directivity of the YUA 

system. The first parametric study stage commenced with the analysis of changing the 

parasitic element dimensions. The return loss results showed that it is possible to move 

the second resonant frequency by 100 MHz towards the lower frequency by adding the 

parasitic element. A constant change of the air gap separation distance between the 

balun and the radiating element added an extra capacitance value to the input 

impedance of the antenna, therefore, changing its return loss performance. The first 

resonant was shifted to the higher band and the second resonate was shifted to the 

lower frequency band by increasing the separation distance. The achieved optimum air 

gap separation was 1mm and the YUA system with the parasitic achieved the 

bandwidth of 64.4%. A 78% bandwidth was achieved during the YUA systems 

parametric study, when the balun was loaded with a V-shape dipole with an air gap 

separation of 1.0mm without the parasitic element. A reasonable agreement between 

the predicted and the measurement results was obtained. 

 The next stage was a parametric study done by changing the arm angle of the 

YUA system. Different arm angles influenced the return loss, the radiation patterns and 

the directivity values. The achieved optimal YUA system V-shape dipole arm angle was 

25  with a maximum directivity of 5.1dBi at the higher frequency band. 

The last stage of the investigation was performed by changing the dipole base 

length. The optimised base length was found to be x+11cm with a directivity value of 
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8.2dBi. Further increase in the base length revealed the large side lobes increase by 

37° (in the H-plane). As a result, the optimal YUA system without the parasitic element 

had the following configuration: the air gap separation of 1mm, the dipole arm angle 

equal to 25  and the base length equal to x+12cm. Some of these results have been 

published in [1-4]. 

 

Chapter 4 commenced with the methodology for the innovation of the balanced, 

broadband and the low cost radiating element for the UHF band. The printed dipole 

antenna (PDA) structure was analysed and the main PDA parts explained. To improve 

the PDA performance a parametric study was carried out. The first PDA prototype 

acquired the dual resonance at 550MHz and at 790MHz.  

In order to simplify the PDA connection with the ground plane (at 4/o ) the next 

prototype was created, i.e. the PDA with the extended feeding.  The parametric study 

was carried out to improve the PDA bandwidth. The PDA with the stretched balun 

achieved a bandwidth of 26%. The PDA maintained relatively consistent radiation 

patterns in the frequency interval from 470MHz to 850MHz. They were similar to the 

radiation patterns of the 2/o  wire dipole. The directivity was equal to 2.2dBi and 

2.9dBi at 470MHz and 850MH respectively. 

The radiation patterns, the directivity and the return loss were improved by 

implementing the passive element to the PDA structure. The use of the parasitic 

element in a close proximity to the dipole arms resulted in a PDAwP bandwidth increase 

to 52%. The directivity of the PDAwP achieved 5.2dBi value at 850MHz, which is 3.3dB 

higher than the conventional PDA directivity value at same frequency. On the other 
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hand, the parasitic element had a negative effect on the radiation patterns. This 

phenomenon appeared in the frequency band from 800MHz to 850HMz in the radiation 

patterns. However, this issue was resolved by performing numerous simulations. The 

identical parasitic element was placed at 1mm above the resonant element.  This 

improved the radiation patterns at higher frequency (800MHz - 850MHz) and also 

resulted in the bandwidth increase by 0.9%. The simulated antenna efficiency varied 

from 88% to 97.7%, which was a very good performance. The obtained OPDAwP 

directivity and gain values at 850MHz were as high as 4.3dBi and 4.1dBi respectively. 

The return loss results for the manufactured prototypes (the PDAwP and the 

OPDAwP) were better than the simulated ones. The PDAwP bandwidth was improved 

by 2.8% and the OPDAwP bandwidth was improved by 3.9%. Antennas were covered 

in antioxidant material which initially resulted in the loading effect on the PDA. The 

antennas matching band was shifted to a lower frequency by 10-15MHz.  

 

Chapter 5 described the methodology for optimisation of the ground plane and its 

placement under the PDAwP and the OPDAwP, in order to improve the antenna 

systems directivity, gain and bandwidth values.  

The parametric study was carried out to optimise the ground plane. The elliptical 

shape reflector with periodically rectangular air perforations and dimensions of the 74cm 

x 43cm showed fairly good overall performance.  Therefore, it was chosen to be used in 

the next research steps as a reflector. Two types of the PDA were analysed: the 

PDAwP and the OPDAwP. Moreover, two types of the PDA placements over the ground 

plane were analysed: i.e. above the reflector and in parallel to the reflector, both at the 
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4/0  distance. The radiation patterns of the parallel ground plane placement were more 

directive and the achieved directivity was as high as 10.45dBi at 850MHz of the 

OPDAwP placed in parallel to the ground plane. 

For validation of the predicted results, measurements were made on the 

prototype PDAwP placed over the ground plane. Measurements took place on the roof 

of a three storey building. The measured gain values of the PDAwP, placed above the 

ground plane, varied from 4.8dBi to 9.2dBi (mean gain was 7dBi). However, the best 

measurement results were achieved for the PDAwP placed above the ground plane 

inclined at 45°. In this case the mean gain was equal to 9.4dBi. 

Furthermore, to compare the measurement technique and the performance of 

the novel PDAwP placed above the reflector, three commercial Yagi UHF antennas 

were measured and analysed. The comparison of the manufacturers’ data to the 

measured gain values showed a good match. For the measured PDAwP placed over 

the ground plane, the bandwidth at 10dB of the return loss was equal to 59.8%. The 

proposed antenna performed better than the commercial counterparts. 
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6.2 Future work 

 

This research has produced the original work, containing a variety of innovative 

results. Nevertheless, the future work would involve measurements of the radiation 

patterns and the gain of the OPDAwP placed over various ground planes. Another 

stage of the future work would be to improve the directivity and the gain values by either 

implementing a vertically stacked PDA array or by introducing directors to the PDA 

structure. 

A pilot study was undertaken to investigate the potential applications for the 

OPDAwP. As a result, the following areas could be researched in future: 

 

 The indoor DTV antenna with a higher permittivity substrate and a smaller 

ground plane to improve the low profile (DVB-T) [5]. 

 The PDA for Wi-Fi and WiMAX applications [5-10]. 

 The PDA array for the Satellite communication for the X band with a dual 

polarisation (DVB-S) [11- 14]. 
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Appendix A 

 

Transforming 50  to 75   

 

The conversion of a 50  referenced S-parameter to 75  begins with eq.1 [1, 2]. 

Both the S-parameter and input impedance are complex numbers (R+jX), where R 

represents the real component, and the X represents the imaginary component. 0Z  is a 

real impedance. 
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                         eq.1 

The rearrangement of equation 1 gives an input impedance inZ  expression (eq.2): 
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Replacement of the 11S  with R+jX results in                   eq.3 

 

 

Multiplication of the denominator of eq.3 with its complex conjugate separates the real 

and imaginary components: 
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Equation 6 is the real component of the input impedance, 
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Eq. 7 is the imaginary component of the input impedance 
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Once the complex input impedance is obtained, eq. 1 is used again to convert the 

impedance back to a 75 -referenced S-parameter. Eq. 8 is the same as eq.1, except 

inZ  is replaced with R+jX: 
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Multiplication of the denominator of eq.8 with its conjugate separates the real and 

imaginary components: 
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Eq. 11 is the real component of the input return loss ( 11S ), 
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Eq. 12 is the imaginary component of the input return loss ( 11S ), 
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The software program MATLAB [3] was used to convert of a 50 -referenced S-

parameter to 50 . The developed program code is represented bellow: 

 

f=deg2rad(F); 

A=power(10,S11/20); 

Za=A.*(cos(f)+i*sin(f)); 

S11R=real(Za); 

S11X=imag(Za); 

Zo=50; 

R=Zo*(1-(S11R.^2)-(S11X.^2))./(1-S11R).^2+(S11X.^2); 

X=Zo*(2*S11X)./((1-S11R).^2+S11X.^2); 

Zo=50; 

S11R=((R.^2-Zo^2)+(X.^2))./(((R+Zo).^2)+(X.^2)); 

S11X=(2*X*Zo)./(((R+Zo).^2)+(X.^2)); 

S11M=sqrt(S11R.^2+S11X.^2); 

S1150=20*log10(S11M); 

Zo=75; 

S11R=((R.^2-Zo^2)+(X.^2))./(((R+Zo).^2)+(X.^2)); 

S11X=(2*X*Zo)./(((R+Zo).^2)+(X.^2)); 

S11M=sqrt(S11R.^2+S11X.^2); 

S1175=20*log10(S11M); 
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Appendix B 

 

Microstrip transition to parallel strip line 

 

Figure A1 shows the structure of the microstrip transmission line and Figure A2 

shows the structure of the parallel transmission line with the conductor thickness (t) and 

width (w), the substrate height (h) and relative permittivity ( r ). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1 Structure of microstrip 

transmission line 

Figure A2 Structure of parallel strips 

transmission line 

 

The main equation for the characteristic impedance mZ  of the microstrip 

transmission line [4] calculation is attributable to Harold A. Wheeler [5].  For 1
h

w
 

Wheeler’s basic result for mZ   is: 
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Where effective permittivity is (due to Schneider) [6] 
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Some corrections for the strip thickness can be made as well by substituting an 

effective width w for w  
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Parallel strip lines can be used as a feed line for the double sided printed dipole. 

The field distribution remains unchanged if an infinite sized electric conductor is placed 

at any plane inside the substrate in parallel to the strips. The characteristic impedance 

(Zm) of the parallel strip line with the substrate of separation ( d ) is two times bigger than 

the microstrip line with a twice thinner thickness (h) [7]. 
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Appendix C 

 

EM field distribution in microstrip and in parallel strip 

transmissions lines 

 

Figure A3 shows the electromagnetic field distribution between the parallel strip 

line and the microstrip line is very similar. Therefore, the transition between them is not 

complicated.  

 

 

 

a) Microstrip transmission line 

 

 

b) Parallel strip transmission line 

Figure A3 E-field distribution 

 

The main concern is the impedance matching, which can be calculated and 

designed by using previously shown formulas: eq.13 – eq.20.  
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Appendix D 

 

Manufactured dipoles 

 

A five pairs of the manufactured dipoles are shown in Figure A4. 

 

 
Figure A4 Picture of the manufactured dipoles 
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Appendix E 

 

The path phase difference ( ) 
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Appendix F 

 

Gain calculation data 
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